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Council hears
secondhand
smoke report
Sly HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Health was the topic tit the
night on Tuesday as the Murray
City Council listened to a presentanon on secondhand smoke
and a report on a city employee
wellness study.
Prior to the regular council
meeting, Dottie Kraemer spoke
about the Coalition for Clean
Air Muzray on behalf of Clean
Air Murray and Calloway
County ASAP (Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention).
Shc said Dumplin's was the first
restaurant in Murray to ban
inside smoking several years
ago and that since that time, 68
percent of the city's restaurants
have gone smoke-free. She said
that among the other restaurant
owners to whom she has talked,
many said ttiey would like to
follow suit, but are afraid of losing business. She said, though.
that many studies have shown
that restaurants do not lose business after banning smoking and
that the owners should consider
how many new customers they
could gain.
Kraemer said educating children arid the public was key to
improving public health and
that it was important to de-normalize unhealthy behaviors so
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Deft Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the mici 50s. Southwest
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 30s.
Thanksgiving day _Mostly
cloudy Highs in the upper 40s.
night...Partly
'Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the lower 30s.
Friday...Partly sunny. Hishs
in the upper 40s
Friday night. .Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 30s.
clear.
Saturday...Mostly
Highs in the mid 50s.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the upper 30s.
Sunday...Mostly clear. Highs
in the mid 50s.
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Allison says
Black Friday
expected to
be lucrative
By HAW1UNS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
hamber of Conunerce Executive
Director Lance Allison says that if
. the recent holiday open houses are
any indication, this Ffiday and the
Christmas shopping season to follow
should be strong for Murray retailers.
Allison said more than
14 chamber members
advertised holiday' open
houses fcir Sunday, Nov.
15, and that a few more
participated as well. He
saici they were part of the
"Shop Murray 1st" campaign, which is also being
promoted with specials on
! the charnber's Web site. AlMion
He said the chamber has
also sold a lot of re-usable shopping bags
with the "Shop Murray 1st" logo in the last
few weeks.
.
Allison said he went around town stop-:
ping at various businesses during the open:
houses and that sales looked good. While
talking to shoppers, he heard positive.
things and surmised a few with $5 gift
cards.
"I think the holiday open house kicks off
the shopping season," he said. ''It creates
buzz and then people can go back and find
even more deals (on Black Friday and in
December). That's why we do it at the time
we do, pnor to the Thanksgiving holiday."
Allison said most business owners have
told him that they are either doing as well
as this time last year or better and expect
the pattern to continue, He said the
Chamber has taken an even more focused
, approach on the theme of shopping locally
than in the past. While touring businesses
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TOM BERRY/ Ledger 8 Times
roadways that interseveral
of
one
Tuesday;
Kirksey
near
299
Ky.
at
80
Ky.
Vehicles cross the new four-laned
f30 from Mayfield to Murray
sect the new highway which is set to open today. Motonsts are cautioned that Ky.
will open today and caution is advised at each intersection.

Aurora to Mayfield section complete
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
At last, Ky 80 complete from
Murray to Mayfield, was scheduled to
open this morning offering motorists a
four-lane corridor east and west across
the Purchase.
Keith Todd a spokesman for the
Kentucky Department of Highway's
district offices in Paducah. said the
roadway would open around 10 a.m.
under the direction of DOH officials
and the contractors posted at each

intersection along the 8.5 mile stretch
through to Coldwater.
"By radio, we will remove all the
barricades once all the signs are fully.
installed and it is ready to open," Todd
said."We are hoping we can do it right
at 10, but we'll check by radio from
one end to the other to make sure
everything is up and all the equipment
is off the mad."
Sign placement continued Monday
and Tuesday. Weather is not expected
to be a factor in the opening.

Gov. Steve Beshear visited Murray
earlier this month for a ribbon-cutting
ceremony unofficially opening the
the
of
Because
roadway.
Corritnonwealth's budget crunch, the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet had
planned to construct a "Super Two"
two-lane highway from Brinn Road to
Coldwater. However Beshear ordered
the four-lane completed following a
lobbying effort by Calloway' and other

II See Page 2A
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N1SU music department to host annual Madrigal Dinner
Special to tits Lodger
he public is invited to the
"2009 Madrigal Feaste"
presented by the Murray
State University Department of
Music and the Charnber
Singers on Friday and Saturday
evenings, Dec 4-5.
The "Feastc" will include
toasts to the holiday season the
singing of holiday music, the
always popular and funny
"Royal Fayrye Tale Theater,"

T

%or. 27th • Not. 28th

-2.99
3.29Make sure to go online
& loin our mailing list
for Dinner's to Go.

University Plaz,a • 1203C Chestnut Street • Murray
761-MEAT (6328)•

exceptionally. hard on tuning.
using a Renaissance appmach
to tuning beginning with perfect octaves and fifths. Only
after the chords are perfectly in
tune do we add the thirds."
Most of the music performed
will be acappella.

an audience enacted fairy tale,
a singing competition with the
"12 Days of Chnstmas" and a
multi-course meal concluding
with "Flaming Pudding."
Audience members are treated to a procession of the Boar's
Head, trumpet fanfares and
singing by the MSU Chamber
Singers. The 20-member group,
made up of music majors,
minors and non-music majors,
also sing with the internationally renown MSU Concert Choir.
"The perforrnance standard of
this group is extremely high,"
Bradley
Dr.
remarked
Almquist, MSU Director of
Choral Activities. "We work

"Time hash stilled its bell this
eve': to give us time to take our
leave; to flee the clangor and
the rage; welled up within this
modern age."

,

;

II See Page 2A
Photo provided
Pictured is a scene from
last year's Madrigal Feaste"
presented by the Murray
State Unlversity Department
of Music and the Chamber
Singers.
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111 Council...
From Front
that people were more empowered to make the best choices.
She said there is no safe level of
exposure for secondhand smoke.
which she said is the numberone environmental cause of cancer for non-smokers. She said
servers in restaurants with
smoking have a greater risk of
developing cancer than in any
other occupation and that working for eight hours a day surrounded by secondhand smoke
is the equivalent to smoking 1.5
to 2 packs a day.
The presentation was only for
informational purposes and the
committee took no action. but
they agreed to look at the issue
again in the future. Councilman
Jeremy Bell said safety was
important to the council and
noted that they approved an
ordinance requinng people to

wear seat belts in vehicles
before it Was state law.
Greg Carlton gave a 45minute presentation on the findings of the strategic health benefit study that was completed
recently atter surveying city
employees. The detailed repon
satisfaction
examined
the
employees had with their current health benefits. nsk factors
in their behavior. how they were
willing to change their behavior.
their risk lot getting various diseases. the costs associated w.ith
health insurance claims and
much more. Carlton recommended that the city continue
with Phase II of the wellness initiative. which the council unanimously voted to approve.
The council approved a bond
issue to fund a portion of the
current construction project at
Murray-Calloway Hospital and
for equipment. Brad Bloemer,

•Ky. 80 to open...
From Front
Purchase area lawmakers.
Also, Todd said a traffic light
now posted at the intersection of
Ky. 121 and Ky. 1836 in
Coldwater would become a
"flashing yellow" light only fol!owing the opening of the main
madway and motorists are cau:0oned to continue to be careful
,an the area.
7 • "It will become a flashing bea- eon and per Kentucky regulations. It will remain flashing for
90 days before we take it
down," Todd said.

Extra signs have been placed
along roads that intersect the
new highway to remind drivers
to be on the lookout for oncoming traffic.
"We're putting up portable
message boards on state highways where they appmach the
new 4-lane to remind people to
use appropnatc caution," said
Jim LeFevre, chief engineer for
the KYTC Paducah district
office.
About 6,000 vehicles are
expected to travel the road
between Mayfield and Murray
each day.

MCCH's %ICC president of
financial services, said this
would increase the city's bond
commitment from $10 million
to 145 million and would give
the hospital 95 days cash on
hand. He said $8 million would
go toward their reserves and S7
million would go toward thipurchase of equipment.
The council also approved a
recommendation from
the
Finance/Personnel Committee
to pursue a Department for
Local Government for Energy
Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant. which could go
toward building sidewalks along
the west side of North 16th
Street from Lowe's Dnve to
Campus Suites and the east side
of North 16th Street from just
past Highway 121, curving onto
Lowe's Drive to meet the existing sidewalk
Director of
Administration Matt Mattingly
said that if the city were
approved for the grant, it could
get $125,000 if it contributed
$20,000 toward the project.
The council also approved a
recommendation
from
the
Public Works Committee to
AP Photo/Manuel Balce Ceneta
accept the lowest bid for an HEALTH CARE REFORM: Senate Minority Leader Sen. Mitch McConnell of Ky., center,
Industrial Park sewer line exten- shows a copy recently of the Democratic health care reform bill during a news conference on
sion. Civilworx, LLC had the Capitol Hill in Washington. From left are, Sen. Mike Enzi, R-Wyo., Sen. Lamar Alexander, Rlowest bid with $204,383.60, Tenn., McConnell, Senate Minority Whip Jon Kyl of Anzona, Sen. Lisa Murkowski.
R-Alaska,
followed a bid of $246,940 from and Sen. John Comyn, R-Texas.
Burgess Contracting, LLC and a
$251,842.05 bid from Illinois
Rivers Contracting. Inc. Project
Coordinator Dennis Thompson
said that despite difference of
more than $40.000 from the second-lowest bid, the company By BRUCE SCHREINER
state police said. Also arrested motive, I don't know what was
met all specifications for the
Associated Press Wnter
was Marcos Bautista, 18, of in their minds," she said.
project.
GLASGOW. Ky.(AP) — Two
Cave City. He was charged with
A judge ordered the defensuspects charged in the killings complicity to murder, tampering dants
held without bond and
of three men whose decom- with physical evidence and pos- scheduled
a preliminary hearing
posed bodies were found by session of marijuana.
for Nov. 30. Two public defendhunters have implicated themThe defendants were dressed ers represented them but
selves in statements to police, a in orange jail jumpsuits, bound declined
comment to reporters.
prosecutor said this week.
at their hands and feet and An interpreter was provided
One suspect gave information showed no emotion dunng the when Bautista
indicated he
that led investigators to the hearing.
needed one. Swiney said federal
weapons
used,
Davis said it was Velazquez immigration officials were
Commonwealth's
Attomey who told officers where to find investigating whether the two
Karen Davis said during an ini- the weapons. but she would not suspects
were in the country
tial hearing for the men in conunent on what they were.
illegally.
Barren County District Court.
The bodies of the three men
Autopsies have becn completShe said she was considering were found in a thicket of trees ed,
but authorities did not
seeking the death penalty.
near a farm pond. The suspects' release causes of death or the
The bodies were found statements indicated that at least victims'
names. State police
Sunday in a field about three two were killed elsewhere and described
the victims as
miles east of Cave City in rural taken to the spot, Davis said.
Hispanic.
south-central Kentucky, said
"They were hidden to some
The Rev. Joel Rogers, pastor
State Police Trooper Charles degree by the foliage and at St. Helen
Catholic Church in
Swiney.
brush." the prosecutor said. Glasgow
in
south-central
"We can't even speculate how Davis said the suspects' state- Kentucky.
said the Hispanic
long they had been out there." ments indicated that the killings community
is close-knit and
Svitiney said.
were "not spur of the moment." will be devastated by the triple
Miguel A. Velazquez, 20. of The suspects indicated that slaying.
Cave City, was charged with money and items were stolen
Rogers said people in the area
tttree counts of murder and tam
from the victims, Davis said.
mostly work at area farms and
pering with physical evidence,
"Whether that was their restaurants.

Two men charged in triple slaying
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From Front
during the open houses, he said
he saw a lot of diversity and not
just the "usual suspects" that he
often spots frequenting retailers.
Shoppers are being offered the
chance to win $50 gift cards if
they bring in a total of $50 in
receipts from Chamber businesses and he said the Chamber
Checks program is also going
well. He said lots of local
employers, especially Briggs &

Stratton and Murray-Calloway
Hospital. are giving the
"checks" to their employees.
"'They're good for people who
aren't sure what to buy." Allison
said.
Allison said many downtown
businesses are members of both
the Chamber and Murray Main
Street and that both organizations have worked closely to
coordinate promotion of shopping locally.

•Madrigal Dinner ...
From Front

Reneer of Owensboro. and
Jessica Moore. Dexter, Mo.,
The Madrigal Dinner tradition has its roots in the old will host the performance.
English tradition of the 12 Days Samantha Walters of Paducah is
of Chnstmas. The local lord of cast as the "Royal Director of
the ca.stle would invite guests Musik." Jesters will include
for '12 days of feasting in cele- Caleb Dehne, Benton,!ILL and
bration of Chnstmas, following Elizabeth Powell, Murray.
the fast of Advent. Other holi- Robert
Arneson, Murray. will
day traditions from this period
play the harpsichord. The entire
include the Yule Log. Wassail,
and the Boar's Head. "Every production is written and directeffort has been made to be as ed by• Almquist.
The dinner begins at 6:30
authentic as possible, in music,
food. and costume," noted Dr. p.m. in the lobby of Ordway
Almquist. "Of course we have Hall, festively decorated for the
taken a few liberties with some celebration, on
the campus of
of our humor and with the
Murray
State
University..
telling of the fairy tale. In addiTickets may be purchased by.
tion we have made few changes
throughout the show so that it calling 1270) 809-4288. Group
arc
available.
keeps the audience guesting as discounts
Everyone is invited to welcome
to what will happen next."
The Duke and Duchess of the holiday. season with the
Windsor, played by Adam Chamber Singers, he said.

12 OF OUR MOST POPULAR MENU CHOICES
Chicken or Marna FORA Arty Burnt') Dinner Any Chum Dinner
Any Chicken Dinner TW Tacn Salad • ancken Chop Salad Hatnesleader Salad
MONDAY IHURSDAY •DINE IN nNtY
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Fulton County football player charged with
assault regarding October fight in Hickman
Staff Report
The Kentucky State Police
have chafged a juvenile member
of the Fulton Count) High
School football team with
Assault in the Second degree.
The charge comes after an
investigation into an in-game
fight between the Fulton County
and CallowaY County High
School football teams on Oct. 2.
The parent of a Calloway

County football playct ,ontaothe Fulton County Attorney
after their child sustained a serious inju.-y from the tight. which
happened during a game at
Fulton county High School in
Hickman. KSP was requested to
investigate.
An investigation W as conducted. which included the viewing
of video footage of the confrontation. As a result of that
ed

investigation, a juvenile member of Fulton Comity's team Was
charged with Assault in the
Second Degree for striking an
opposing player with his uniforni helmet. The juvenile was
charged Tuesday and was
released to the custody of his
guardian. The investigation is
ongoing by the Kentucky State
Police.

Obama pledges
to 'finish the job'
in Afghanistan
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By ANNE GEARAN
and JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP)
Signaling an imminent decision
• on Afghanistan troop levels,
President Barack Obama said
Tuesday he intends to "finish
the job" and destroy terrorist
networks in the region.
Obiuna said he would announce
his decision on how many: additional soldiers to deploy to
Afghanistan after Thanksgiving.
"I feel confident that when
the American people hear a
clear rationale for what we're
doing there and how we intend
to achieve our goals. that they
will be supportive," he said.
Obama held his 1(kh and final
war council meeting Monday
night to assess his Afghanistan
strategy in advance of his troop
decision. He
commented
Tuesday during a brief news
conference with Indian Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh,
who was at the White House
for a state visit.
"It is in our strategic interests.
in our national security interest
to make sure that al-Qaida and
its extremist allies cannot operate effectively in those areas,"
Obama said. "We are going to
dismantle and degrade their
capabilities and ultimately dismantle and destroy their networks."

S.C. legislators begin Sanford
impeachment debate hearings
By JIM DAVENPORT

'The measure says in part that
Sanford's "conduct under these
COLUMBIA. S.C. (AP) — circumstances has brought
Legislators irked for months extreme dishonor and shame to
over Gov. Mark Sanford's sum- the Office of the Governor of
mertime vanishing act and his South Carolina and to the reputearful revelation that he was in tation of the State of South
Argentina for a rendezvous with Carolina." It continues that it
his lover plan to start debating a has caused the office and state
measure Tuesday that ultimately "to suffer ridicule resulting in
would remove him from office.
extreme shame and disgrace."
The Republican does face new
'The panel of three Demos:rats
ethics charges about his travel and four Republicans inchales
and campaign finances. But the Chairman Jim Harrison. The
seven lawmakers who comprise Columbia Republican said
a panel of the House Judiciary Monday that later meetings will
Committee that will debate consider the 37 civil charges
impeachment are focused solely Sanford is facing following a
this week on his five-day three-month
State
Ethics
absence in June and failure to Commission probe. Among
put someone in charge of the other violations. Sanford is
state while he was gone.
accused of using taxpayer
The four Republicans who co- money for high-priced airplane
sponsored the measure contend tickets that took him around the
he was derelict in his duty and world and to Argentina.
wrong to mislead staffers into
Lawyers representing Sanford
thinking he was hiking the said in a legal briefing delivered
Appalachian Trail.
Monday that the governor hasn't
Associatec! Press VVnter

done anything that rises to tilt
standard (il impeachment.
•
"Impeaching a sitting governor is a seldom used and serious
legal action that many have
termed 'the political equivalent
to capital punishment.' It is
reserved for situations in whiCh
no lesser response or reprimand
will do," said the document
from the attorneys.
The lawyers include Rcos
Garber. who represented !twiner
Connecticut Gov. John q.
Rowland in 2(04 when that
politican's ouster was considered.
Rowland
ultimately
resigned. pleaded guilty to ia
corruption charge and went to
prison.
Sanford's attorney said trit
governor looks forward (0
answering the "technical questions" regarding his travel aid
finances at a commission hearing early next year. The
charges carry a maximum
$74.000 in fines.

AP Photo,John Wngt-1

SKATE CRASH: Deana Saunders of Murray tnes to keep 5year-old daughter Jasmin upright after Jasmin slipped as the
two skated at the Paducah Seasonal Ice Rink in Paducah on
Saturday aftemoon, Nov. 21. Jasmin was not hurt during the
fall.

Holiday pumpkin pie shortage looms
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP) -The holidays may not be so
sweet this year.
Nestle — which sells nearly
all the canned pumpkin in the
U.S. — says poor weather hurt
its harvest. creating a potential
shortage of its Libby's pumpkin
pie _products through the holidays.
The company said heavy rains
made it nearly impossible to
pick its pumpkins during this
year's harvest. The longer the
pumpkins sit in the muddy
fields. the more they deteriorate.
As a result, the company
announced this week that it
would not pack any more pumpkins for the season — which
means it may: be hard 'o find its
canned pumpkin and putnpkin
pie filling product until next
year's harvest.
"Mother Nature had other
plans for us." the company said
in an open apology to customers
online.
Nestle is the largest national
brand for canned pumpkin products, with 80 to 90 percent of the
market. the company said.
It plants a special strain of
pumpkin at a farm in Morton.

Mednesday, November 25, 2009 • 3A

III., which provides nearly all its
supply. Nestle estimates if you
turned all the pumpkins it grows
on the farm to pie. it would total
90 million pies.
"There are a lot of beautiful
pumpkins out there that we just
can't rescue," said Nestle
spokeswoman Roz O'Hearn.
The company had a wet harvest last year, too. which meant
it didn't have a surplus to carry
over into this year and led to
spotty shortages in late summer
and early fall. The harvest started in August and it began getting products on its shelves soon
after, but it won't be able to meet
its nornial demand.
"We hope everyone understands that Mother Nature was a
little difficult this year and hope
she's a little bit kinder to us next
year." O'Heam said.
Nestle said it has seen the popu!arity of pumpkin grow recently as more people have become
aware of its health benefits. but
Thanksgiving is still the company's peak season.
Pie makers can still use fresh
pumpkin or other brands.
Trader Joe's said it has its store
brand pumpkin in
but said

it couldn't predict what would
happen to supplies in the future.
Whole Foods Market Inc. said
that while it is aware of lower
pumpkin yields in parts of the
country. the company was able
to get enough pumpkin for its
store brand product and actually
shipped more product to stores
this year than ever before.
Farmers Market Organic, the
country's largest provider of
organic canned pumpkin, said it
didn't experience the same
issues with fungus and mold at
its farm that big growers in the
Midwest suffered this year and
last.
And the company, based in
Corvallis. Ore.. said it increased
its capacity and has shipped millions more cans of its product
this year.
"Pumpkin pie is something
people just won't do without, it's
pretty sacred." said Tracy
Miedema, national sales and
marketing manager for Farmers
Market. "They are willing to
switch out of a previous brand
but they aren't willing to switch
out of pumpkin pie."
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In the past eleven years, more than S1.35 bilhon in scholarships and grants paid for by Kentucky Lottery proceeds have been awarded
More than 1.062,000 grants and scholarships have been awarded through the
popular KEES
scholarship program and the need-based CAP and KTG programs.

Since the start of the KLC-funded scholarship and grant programs, college attendance in the
Commonwealth has lumped 33%, Data also indicates more of Kentucky s best and brightest
students are staying in Kentucky to attend college.
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QUAD STATE: Murray Middle School's Betn Stnbling leads the "Blue Band" in a rehearsal
before a performance of the Quad State Junior High School Band Festival at Murray State
University this week. StriblingS group. comprised of students from neighboring states as well
as Kentutinp'porfOitmed a vadat/I:it:songs including a medley of music frorn the band Queen.
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Kentucky Lottery Corporation
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended June 30, 2009 idollars in thousands)
2009
$ 765,034
470,437
50,248

•Sales
Prizes

Commissions to Retailers
Ticket costs
Total direct costs
Gross profit

9.037
529.722
235.312
33 104
202,208

Operating expenses
Operating income
NOtlOperating income (expense):

**Payments to the Cornmonwealth of Kentucky
***Other income
Total nonoperating expense
Decrease in net assets
Net assets, beginning of year
Net assets at end of year

(204,394)
(519)
0043131
(2.705)
39.125
S 36,420

'Total sates less °uteri sets pms
,
ded as pures 58IC S mlhon - 545 5 million:
'• Payments to the Commormealth of Kentucky oclude both payments made and payments
accrued
for transfer to Me Commonwealth's general fund ei tune 10.1000
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Obituaries

'Christmas' stars tour
Clooney hometown
By WENDY MITCHELL
The Ledger inoepenaent
AUGUSTA.
I.NP1
During a break in their stage
performance
ot
"V4 lute
Christmas- in Cincinnati. stage
and screen stars Lorna Tun and
Kerry' O'Malley took ,itle trip
to Augusta and Ma\ s\ille
Following a briel isit to the
Rosemary CItIone
House
Museum. Lutt and 0.111alle\
Irving
Berlin's
"White
Christmas" costumer Francine
Gloaguen Curtner and hair and
wig specialist Lisa Fraley
, in
lunched at Caproni.
Maysville with their guides.
Nick and Nina (looney.
V1'hen the entourage returned
to the museum. curator Ste‘e
Henry had placed a hat worn
the late Vera-Ellen. in the movie
"White Christmas." on a
pedestal near the intnie int/MR:tr.
"There it is... said (iMalle
with excitenient as the Sitille hat
came into plain view during a
train scene of the movie.
Henry explained how. the collection of "White Christmas"
memorabilia and costume
pieces have grown since the
museum opened: loans and
donations helped. he said.
"This is on loan." he said of
the black trimmed leopard hat.
As they explored thc house
recently. each visitor marveled
at the variety of displays anti
diversity the Clooney family
brought to the entertainment
industry.
Mementos from Rosemary's
children. plus brother Nick and
her nephew George Clooney are
included in the displays.
"It is getting harder to find a
place for everything. but that is

\Itota‘ I ,t1-,1 N I ton,

Charles E. Pickering
!he tuttet.tt tut
I p
the dupe' ot J11 t
I
liroNe

good." said Henry
Cameras flashed. recording
me)))))nes past and present. as
reit:relict.. for those who could
not make the trip
Tor the costume! and w ig
coordinators. the Illtl•seU111 ga‘e
alidation their actors and
actresses are proper!) attired to
homage to those who had
plap,:d the parts in the past.
Lull. who has been performing since she was a child at the
side of her mother. the late Judy
Garland. is playing a character
which is a collection of several
notable female entenainers. but
a character which was not in if
movie.
"The
named her Martha
-Megaphone" Watson. her character is bigger than life... Luft
said. "She is constantly reminding people she is famous. during
the show."
The "White Christmas" movie
collection in Augusta has also
become bigger than life. filling
room after room with everyAP Photo,The Ledger-inaependent Terry Prather
This Nov. 16. 2009. photo shows Lorna
thing from dresses. a rehearsal
daughter to the late Judy Garland, as she poses next to a dress worn in the original movie "White Christmas" at the RoseMary Clooney House Museum in
piano and props, to pieces of
Augusta.
Rosemary Clooney's Bel Air,
mer home of the late Rosemar
in several movies anti se\ eral
Calif.. home. which was demolPlaying the role and \!siting Christmas.- this like a dream
Clooney
was
soniething roles on the television. including the museum have heen some- come triw
ished after her death.
101 111e.- 0
.Malle
O'Malley was not going to miss. "Law and Order.- and -Monk.- thing O'Malley looked forward
"Lorna said she remembered
O'Malley
plays
Betty.
in the
"Ltiok at how small the cos- to.
visiting here when she was
\ ing
Bei lin
"V\ lute
stage show, which is the charac- tumes were." she said. noticing
younger." O'Malley. said.
"I was absolutely. gidth before Christina,
" \\ ith I utt and
ter
the
late
Clooney
played
in the measurement tags on some we got here. I couldn't wait.
Clooney lived in California
ing through
of (looney and Ellen's dresses There is so much here. I am such Sunda\ at the Aronott
and Augusta during her lifetime. the movie. She has a length
Center
resume. including appearance, on display.
.
a fan of Rosemary and "White tor the Arts in Cincinnati
Nick explained to O'Malley.
Luft. who lives in California
and England. said she liked the
For
comfortable feel of Augusta.
Best
and complimented preservation
HAZARD. Ky.(API — State around h p.m. EST Monda.\ at a ambulance to l in \
ot
ResuRs
efforts.
officials say a crane accident at mine on High Rock Road in Kentucky
Hospital
in
"I really like the way they
a mining site in southeastern Perry. County.. The station Lexington.
Place Your
have kept their history intact, Kentucky has fatally wounded a reports that one person was
Dick Brown. a spokesman
you don't see that everywhere." worker.
Ad With Us
flown to the University of with the state
Energ.\ and
Luft said.
WYMT-TV in Hazard report- Tennessee in Knoxville and the Einironment Cabinet. siis
one
Visiting the museum and for- ed that two workers were hun other uas taken
Call 753-1916
by ground of the workers has died.

Official: Worker dies in mining accident
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2009 Chevrolet Daverse LS

2006 Chrysler Paci ica

12,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7351

2007 GMC Yukon SLT

40,000 Miles,
T/C. PW, PL. CD.
Stk. #P7298

60,000 Miles,
4x4, Heated Leather.
Moonroof. 6 Passenger
Stk. #P7331

$10 985*

2007 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT

$26,879*1
2008 Chevrolet Colorado LS

46,000 Miles,
Heated Leather,
DVD Moonroof.
Stk. #P7318

16.000 Miles
T/C. CD, Automatic,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #GT9231A

$14,978*

$12,575*

2004 Buick Century Custom

2008 Mazda 6

76,000 Miles.
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #GC0006A

a

46,000 Miles,
T/C. PW. PL. CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. P7337

$6,895*

s11,975*

2009 Pontiac G8

2005 Chrysler Pacifica

19,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof. Alloy
Wheels. Stk. #CP746

2005 Toyota Camry LE

MSRP $31,945

85.000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk #CP719A

62,000 Miles.
T/C. PW.
PL. CD
Stk. #TC0031A

s25,796*

$7,986*

$10,876*

sr
tessa

2002 Kia Spectra IS

2007 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT

108,000 Miles,
PW. PL, CD.
Stk. #CT0027A

28,000 Miles,
Quad Cab 4x4. Hemi 20Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P7355

$2,986*

$21.978*

2002 Kia Sedona EX
104.000 Miles,
T/C. PW, PL, CD,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. WIT935513

$4,995*
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2009 Chevrolet'Traverse LS

2006 Chrysler Pacifica

2007 GMC Yukon SLT
60,000 Miles.
4x4. Heated Leather,
Moonroof, 6 Passenger.
Stk. #P7331

I $24,984
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One of the attendees at this
week s ESL (English as a Second Language) Thanksgiving
dinner eyes a table full of dessert at the Murray State
University Gums Center The annual meal gives students a
chance to experience a traditional Thanksgiving riinnor
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Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.
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'Christmas' stars tour
Clooney hometown
By WENDY MITCHELL
The Ledger Independent
AUGUSTA. Ky tAP) -Dunng
break in their stage
performance
of
"White
Christmas" in Cincinnati. stage
and screen stars Loma Lull and
Kerry O'Malley ttiok a side trip
to Augusta and Mays% ille.
Following d brief v isit to the
Rosemary (looney
House
Museum. Lull and O'Malley.
Irving
Berlin's
"White
Christmas" costumer Francine
Gloaguen Curtner and hair and
wig specialist Lisa Fraley
lunched at Caproni's in
Maysville with their guides,
Nick and Nina Clooney.
When the entourage returned
to the museum. curator Steve
Henry' had placed a hat worn by
the lake Vera-Ellen, in the movie
"White Christmas." on a
pedestal near the inovie monitor.
'There it is." said O'Malley
with excitement as the same hat
came into plain view dunng a
train scene of the movie.
Henry explained how the collection of "White Christmas"
memorabilia and costume
pieces have grown since the
museum opened; loans and
donations helped, he said.
"This is on loan." he said of
the black trimmed leopard hat.
As they explored the house
recently, each visitor marveled
at the variety of displays and
diversity the Clooney family
brought to thc entertainment
industry.
Mementos from Rosemary's
children, plus brother Nick and
her nephew George Clooney are
included in the displays.
"It is getting harder to find a
place for everything. but that is

Charlei

The fun,
the chap

good," said Henry..
Cameras flashed. retording
memories past and present. as
references for those v.bo could
not make the tnp.
For the costumer and wig
coordinators, the museum gave
validation their actors 3nd
actresses are properly attired to
pay homage to those who had
played the parts in the past.
Lull. who has been performing since she was a child at the
side of her 'metier. the late Judy
Garland. is playing a character
which is a collection of several
notable female entertainers. but
a character which was not in the
movie.
"They named her Martha
"Megaphone" Watson, her character is bigger than life," Luft
said. "She is constantly reminding people she is famous, during
the show."
The "White Christmas" movie
collection in Augusta has also
become bigger than life, filling
room after room with everyAP Photo/The Ledger Independent. Terry Prather
This Nov. 16, 2009, photo shows Lorna Lutt, daughter to the late Judy
thing from dreFses, a rehearsal
Garland, as she poses next to a dress worn in the original movie "White Christmas" at the RoseMary Clooney House Museum
piano and props. to pieces of
in Augusta.
Rosemary Clooney's Bel Air,
mer home of the late Rosemary' in several movies and several
Calif., home, which was demolPlaying the role and visiting Christmas." this is like a dream
Clooney
was
something roles on the television. including the museum have been some- come
ished after her death.
true for me," O'Malley
O'Malley was not going to miss. "Law and Order," and "Monk." thing O'Malley looked
"Lorna said she remembered
forward said.
O'Malley plays Betty in the
"Look at how small the cos- to.
visiting here when she was
Irving
Berlin's
"White
stage show, which is the charac- tumes were," she said, noticing
younger," O'Malley said.
"I was absolutely giddy before Christmas** with Luft and
ter
the
late
Clooney
played
in
the
measurement tags on some we got here. I couldn't wait. O'Malley was playing
Clooney lived in California
through
and Augusta during her lifetime, the movie. She has a lengthy of Clooney kind Ellen's dresses There is so much here. I am such Sunday at thc Aronoff Center
resume'
including
appearances
on
display.
a fan of Rosemary and "White for the Arts in Cincinnati.
Nick explained to O'Malley.
Luft, who lives in California
and England, said she liked the
For
comfortable feel of Augusta.
Best
and complimented preservation
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — State around 6 p.m. EST Monday at a ambulance to
University of
Results
efforts.
officials say' a crane accident at mine on High Rock Road in Kentucky
Hospital
in
"I really like the way they a mining site in southeastern Perry County. The station
Lexington.
have kept their history intact, Kentucky has fatally wounded a reports that one person
Place Your
was
Dick Brown. a spokesman
you don't see that everywhere," worker.
Ad With Us
flown to the University of with the state's Energy and
Luft said.
WYMT-TV in Hazard report- Tennessee in Knoxville and the Environment Cabinet,
says one
Visiting the museum and for- ed that two workers were hurt other was taken by ground
Call 7153-1916
of the workers has died.

Official: Worker dies in mining accident

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned SPecia
2009 Chevrolet Waverse LS

2006 Chrysler Pacifica

12,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7351

40,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7298

2007 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT

60,000 Mlles,
4x4, Heated Leather,
Moonroof. 6 Passenger.
Stk. #P7331

2008 Chevrolet Colorado LS

46.000 Miles
Heated Leather,
DVD Moonroof.
Stk. #P7318

16,000 Miles,
T/C, CD, Automatic,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #GT9231A

$414,978
2004 Bukk Century Custom
76,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW, PL. CD.
Stk #GC0006A

37.060 Miles, pc.
PW,PL, CD. Stk.
#CC9174.6.,

2008 Mazda 6

ierti le

46,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels
Stk. P7337

USED VEHICLES

2005 Chrysler Pacifica

19,000 Milea, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels. Stk. #CP748

2005 Toyota Canny LE

85,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk #CP719A

MSRP $31,945

62,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #TC0031A

26,000 Miles,
Quad Cab 4x4, Hemi 20"
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. OP7355

•csseterrea as prices plus tax. bOo arid license adtirthhai
AN AMERICAN

Ft:VOLUM%
c:40,
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$149 doc toe Included Some photos tot *attrition porpoises
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Drive Beautiful

2400 E. Wood SI.•Paris • 642-5661 • 1 800-748 8816
Hrs. M-F 8.a m 6 p m Sat 8 a m -5p rn www.pepperSautomotive.com

ft.t4 ',Pant

104,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels
Stk. #TT9355B

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Obituaries
Governor names acting
education secretary

Charles L Pickering
The funeral for Charles E Pitkering will be Saturday
at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H, Churchill Funeral Home. Pastor
Richard
Edmiston will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p m Fnday.
Mr. Pickenng. 1.17, Hughes Road, Benton, died
Monday. Nov. 23. 2009. at 10:35 p.m. at Lourdes
flospital, Paducah.
An Army veteran of World War II, he retired as 411
Pickering inspector with Ford Motor Company in St.
Louis.
Mo.. after 31 years of service He was a member of
Aurora Baptist Church at Aurora. Ky.
Preceding him in death were one son. Kenneth
Pickenng, his parents, Virgil Pickering and Myrtle
Long Pickenng. and two bnithers. Ronald and
Harold Pickering. He was born Sept. 13, 1922. in Clay. Ky.
Survivors include his wife. Georgette Pickering, to whom he was
married Sept. 4, 1944. in El Paso, Texas. one daughter, Janet Marie
lsele and husband, Charles, Benton; three grandchildren. Jennifer
Stephenson, Emily Isele and Melissa Adkins.

1•MANIslol(1.
iAP)
Former mak lawmaker Joseph U.
Meyer ha% been named acting secretary of Kentucky's Educatam
and Work lon e Dr% elopment
Cabinet
Coos Steve Beshear's office
says in d statement that Meyer is a
deputy %rt relay!, who has also
sersed as .1 state Senator. local
sthiail hoard member and attot•
lie% for lix st
&am ts
Hectiad i appointed Meyer
deputy setrctary ot the kabinet la
September 21/11/4
aiming the administration. Meser served as senior polio athlwr tie state auditor CM
2004. he PiPi 11116 of
Luallen
stall lot the than al the House
maiorits tautus
rhe Covington native served
a% a state senator from 1910 to
1996 and a% a state representative
from 19)42 to 19104

Ell

Jasper Johnson
Jasper Johnson, K5, Murray:. died Monday. Nov. 24, 2009, at 11
a.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Richard R. Mason
No,,isitation is scheduled for Richard R

Mason. Services will be
private. Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge (il
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.milnerandorrcom.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to the
American Diabetes Association, P.O. Box 11454,
Alexandna, VA 22312 or to thc Amcncan Heart
Association. 240 Whittington Parkway:, Louisville, KY 40222.
Mr. Mason, 85, Paducah. formerly of Murray. died Sunday, Nov.
22. 2()09, at 11:21 d.M. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Mason served in the United States Navy dunng World War II
in the Pacific Theater for three yeani aboard thc USS Oregon
Following his service, he was employed at Martin Marietta retinng
after 34 years. He was a mcmber of 'First Presbyterian Church.
Paducah.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Roy Mason and Eura
Robertmm Mason Huie.
Survivors include his wife, Barbara Diuguid Mason. to whom he
had been married for 60 years; one daiughter. Susan Doran and husband. Frank, Murray; one son, Richard G. Mason, Lexington.
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Wilson recalls time in service
as 101st Airborne paratrooper
By KYSER LOUGH
five bronze star( for his combat
Staff Writer
jumps, along with a good conA 1(x:al veteran is remember- duct medal. Presidential uait
ing his time in the service and citation
from
Preeisient
overseas in WW1! after almost Roosevelt • European- A Inum65 years.
Middle Eastern campaign medal
Bedford "Beck" Wilson and silver star attachment.
enlisted in the Army in 1941 WWII victory medal. Belgian
and volunteered to serve as a fourragere from the president of
paratrooper in the 101m Belgium. honorable service
Airborne, He said hc fought in lapel button WWII,sharp shoot
Italy. France. Germany arid er badge and carbine har and a
, Belgium and made five cornbat parachutist badge
umps, the last of which resulted
A% the years passed after his
in a leg injury.
service, Wilson partially recov-Upon reaching the ground. ered from his leg injury and said
my leg wedged between I at) he never had to see a doctor.
large reels of barbed wire," Recently. he learned hc may he
Wilson said.
able to receive compensation
Whcn he was pulled out of the for his injuries and has been
wire, Wilson said hi% leg was attempting to do so through the
•seriously injured and he had to Marion. III. VA hospital. After
:he treated on-scene by a medic. finding a few roadblocks in the
"(The medic) told mc I would system, he said he is now schedIto a Purple Heart. I told him 1 uled to visit a hospital in
here to find lAdolf) Hitler Nashville in December for a folnot get a medal." Wilson said.
low-up appointment on a t:nicer
Wilson Wd% never awarded the that wiui discovered in an earlier
; Purple Heart but did receive
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People You Know.
A Name You
Can Trust.
Red Howe, Rick Melton and the Howe & Melton team have been
providing professional accounting services since 1954 The Murraybased practice started a new chapter on November 1, 2009 when it
merged with Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs

ATA
ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD
Pt c
Certified Public AccountantS

waft

"This is an excellent
opportunity for our firm," said Red
Howe "One of the reasons we
decided to join the Alexander
Thompson Arnold team is its local
focus. ATA has the resourc es of a
large firm, which can be a great
advantage for our clients, and
they focus on providing
pPrsonalized customer service
Our clients will see many positive
things from this merger and will
continue to work with the same
employees they know and trust."

A

At Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs, your success is our ro

ATA

301 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
270.753.2424
www.atacpa.net
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Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

A graveside service for Mrs. Ruth Roberts Downey will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at Memonal Cemetery, Pans, Tenn. Rev.
Howard H. Willen will officiate. Pallbearers will be Gary and Josh
Nichols, Gary Clark. Hal Underwood. Van Thompson and Thomas
Alexander.
No visitation is scheduled. McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris is in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Downey. 95, Hopkinsville. formerly of Puryear. Tenn., died
Friday. Nov. 20, 2009. at Chnstian Health Center. Hopkinsville.
She was mamed Nov. 7, 1943, to 1.4i4: y Edward Downey, who
died June 26. 2(X/6. Bom Dec. 26. 1913, in Henry County, Tenn..
she was thc daughter of the late Bumard Aubrey Roberts and Clara
Jobe Roberts. One sister. Virginia Elizabeth Roberts, also preceded
her in death.
Mrs. Downey was graduate of Puryear High School and Murray
State University and had been a teacher in Henry County. Tenn.. for
many years. Shc was il member of Puryear United Methodist
Church and Huguenot Stx:iety.
Survivors include one daughter. Susan Nichols anti husband.
Gary, Hopkinsville; two grandchildren. Josh Nichols and wife,
Jennifer, Cadiz. and Megan Nichols, Hopkinsville; two great-grandchildren. Keller Michael Nichols and Keaton Lacy Nichols, Cadiz.
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Mrs. Ruth Roberts Downey
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THANKSGIVING DINNER: One of the attendees at this
week's ESL (English as a Second Language) Thanksgiving
dinnei eyes a table fuli of dessert at the Murray State
University Curris Center. The annual meal gives students <I
chance to experience a traditional Thanksgiving dinner.
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Angels Attic plans
annual bargain
bazaar on Dec.5
Remember
angels
Community ( hill, Ai holiday
time by supponing the work ol
Angels Atm, minx!, tesenue
:source for maintaining wry it.e.
:at the Chins lot the working
:uninsured
• Angels Atilt also offers %suite'
.clothing. includin$ coals for
children. at esiremely 11:46111Merchandise
prises
.able
:includes Christmas decoranons
• and toys, books. turnishings,
clothing 411t1 mow
The Angels Attic Annual
Bargain Ba/aar is Saturday,
Dec 5 from II a.m. to 3 p.m.
Attic Manager JAII HASIIC says
"there are special and new items
for Christmas shopping" including the following: an Anton
Wingen Stag-Horn Carving Set;
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Old Dogs
PG • 1.45 • 3.50 - 7:20 • 9:25

Ninja Assassins
R • 1.30 3:35 - 7:35 - 9:40
A Clirliar Cue'3D t,77,:;'`
PG - 1 05 - 3 15 6 55 • 9:00
New Moon
PG13 12:50 3.45 • 7*• 9:50
' "

BEFQHE PM
rIT

The Blind Side
PG13 1.15 - 3:55 • 7:15 • 9:55

Maim rrport

Nutt bnglirr Arm rt

grioviesinnnurray con)

Planet 51
Ahk.
atj

PG - 1:20 3:25 • 7:10 • 9:10

'INN-714

N12
PG13 • 12:40 • 3.40 • 6:45 • 9:45
Oof
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www.dkkellay.COT

Jo's
Datebook

20% OFF
• All Trees & Shrubs
• Garden & Home Decor
• Christmas Ornaments
• Silk Wreaths &
Centerpieces

Reformers' group will meet

Refonners' Unanimous, faith based addictions program, will meet every Enday froni 7 to
By Jo Burisoon
9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
Community
is invited. Child care is provided. For more
Editor
information or for a nde call the church office at
753-1834

Need Line closed for two days
Murray-Calloway County Need Liiie will be closed Thursday.
and Friday for the Thanksgiving, holiday.

Extension °Mee closed for two days
The Calloway County Extension Office at 31(1 South 4th St.,
Murray, will be cloaed Thursday and Friday tor the 'Thanksgiving
holiday.

King an

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shnne Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Mun-ay. The public is invited.

MMS basketball team plans rebate
Russell and Alexander
The engagement and forthcoming marriage of Rebecca Ruth
(Becca) Russell of Martin, Tenn., and Christopher Laurie (Chris)
Alexander of Almo, Ky., has been announced.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David B. Russell
of Union City, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.N.
Fryman Sr. of Memphis and Jean C. Russell and the late E.A.
Russell of Hermitage, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Alexander
of Almo. His grandparents are Francies Alexander and the late Lois
Alexander of Ham Lake, Minn., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Travis Jr. of Calven City
Miss Russell, 4 1999 graduate of Westview High School, Martin,
was a 2003 cum laude graduate of the University of Tennessee at
Martin. In 2007 she graduated magna cum laude from Memphis
Theological Seminary. She is currently
doctoral student at
Memphis Theological Seminary.
While at UTM,she wa.s a member of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity. and Psi Chi National Honor Society in Psychology'. While attending Memphis Theological Seminary, she WAS president (if the
Student Senate and also received the Mary Elliott Miller Award for
Outsuinding Fernale Graduate.
She is employed as minister of Congiagational Cafe for Youth
arid Young Adults at First United Methodist Church, Mtrtin.
Mr. Alexander is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, Murray, and a 2007 graduate of Murray. State University.
He is employed as a substitute teacher in the Weakley County
School District and at Wal-Miut Stores Inc.
The couple will exchange vows on Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009 at 6
p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Marlill MUSiC will begin at
5:30 p.m.
A reception will be held following the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Orduna selected for honor
Laura Orduna, 4 senior at
Calloway County High School,
was selected as the November
Student of the Month for the
Murray Rotary Club. She has a
4.0 grade point average and is
on track to be a valedictorian for
the 2010 graduating class.
Orduna is a member of The
Laker Review staff, where she
served as Circulation Director
and cunently serves as News
Editor.
She has been a member of
the Acadentic Team, where she
serves as the capt un of the
Quick Recall Team. She is also a
member of Future Business
Leaders of America, and was
was chosen to %MC AS a Social
(7ommittee Officer. She is also
involved in the Beta Club, Pep
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Calloway County Public Library will be
closed Thursday In observance of the
thanksgiving holiday; and will be closed
riday. Saturday and Sunday for carpet
ckaning. They will open again on Monday to
N a.m.
Hours of the library are 8 a.m. to p.m.
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

a I iingabergei Basket, a vintage
hand-carved
rocker.
oak
monastery sharp.. a Steinbach
Gentian
Huntei
Duck
Nutcracker, an oriental rug, arid
411 antique punip organ
Basile says there are "even
brand-new items, still bearing
onionid prices and in ongmal
packing. which we've 61VCti t Of
this sale since receiving them
from contributors the day. After
last Christnuts.•
Angels Attic is at 927
Chestnut Street in Murray, and
it's open for shopping Tuesday
through Saturday from I 4.in.
to 5 p.m. The donation dropvitt location behind the store is
accessed from Arcadia Drive
and open Monday through
Saturday, 9 a m to 5 p m

campus of Murray State
University, is currrntly putting
together a pemoment exhibit of
Boy Scout memorabilia. This
exhibit will open in February
2010 and celebrates the 100year history of Scouting Ai well
as the rich regional And local
history.
'The museum OffiCiAIS Are asking the community to donate or
loan Scouting memorabilia for
this special exhibit. Persons may
conutct Kate Reeves, director ot
the museum, or Bryan Warner at
2707-978-7291.

bech
Calloway County Public Library
announces closing dates

Cnyayemen/

Museum planning exhibit
The Wrather West Kentucky
Moors Museum lis:ated on the

Murray L

Club and the Varsity Tennis
Team. She also pitnicipates in a
vanety of community service.
Orduna is an honors/AP student. She has received academic
achievement awiuds in the areas
of English, Social Studies,
Mathematics, Science and
French. She received the Most
Studious Senior Superlative.
She also won first place in Le
Grand Concours French Exam
level three, She was also chosen
as a member of Class of
Kentucky her sophomore year.
Orduna is the daughter of
Rafael and Carolina Orduna.
She hopes to attend Princeton
University in the fall and double
major in Engineering and
French.
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Murray. Middle School Boys Basketball team will have a rebate
day today (Wednesday) at The Big Apple

Need Line food drive planned
Virtual Katie, 660 N. 12th St.. Murray, is hosting 4 food drive for
Murray-Calloway County Need Line until Dec. 20. The firm is also
selling Avon and will donate all the proceeds to Need Line until
Chnstmas. For more information call 761 -KADE.

Community dinner Thursday
The 3th Annual Community Thanksgiving Dinner, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Ministenal Association, will bc Thuisday.
at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center at 607
Poplar St., Murray. A dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. to I
p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service will be at I I il.M.
Dinners will be delivered to those unable to come and transponation
is available for those who need a ride. For a delivered rneal or a ride,
call the center at 753-0929 by today (Wednesday)

Salvation Army Unit needs volunteers
The Calloway County Salvation Amy Service Unit is seeking
volunteers to nng bells on Fnday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. each thy at Wal-Mart. The proceeds will go toward the local
service unit's budget of meeting community needs. Persons miry
contact Kerry Lamben at 753-7265 and leave a message if you are
interested for nrie or more hours dunng this weekend. Additional
opportuniues in the following weeks will he announced soon.

Calloway Alumni has fundraiser
Calloway ounty Alumni Association is holding a fundraiser
again this year of Amish baked goods from Schlabach's Bakery.
Orders will need to be turned in by Monday, Nov. 30, and will be
delivered on Dec. 16. For complete list of items available or to
place an order contact Sharon Furches at sfurchesramchsicom or
call 293-8151.

Murray Bank plans promotion
The Murray Bunk has A promotion tor the Relay for Life. They
have ctxikbooks for SIO (note corrected pncei and new crop halves
or pieces of pecans at 58 a bag or 2 for $15 at both branches of the
bank,

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a crib for a family. Anyone
having one to donate, call the Little Lakers Family Resource Center
at 762-7410

SALE
Friday, November 27th,2009
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Woman's Club has cookbooks
Murray Woman's Club has the 100th anniversary cookbook on
sale for $15 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for two twin mattresses and springs for a family
has been issued. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7331.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alen has been issued for a washer and dryer for a faMily by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone having these to donate may call 762-7333.
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An Angel Alen for one set of bunk beds with niattresses is need:•(.1 for 11 family with three children. Anyone having these to donate
all the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
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CCHS takes 6th place
Special to the Ledger
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Ile Calloway County High
School Speech Team took 6th
place out of 21 schcsols di the
Danville Tournament of Firsts
held recently in Danville.
Calloway held sixth place
with 68 sweepstakes points.
Boone County High School
won the sweepstakes nice with
240 points followed by Grant
(184), LaRue (91), Kentucky
C'ountry
Day
(140i
and
Assumption 179).
CCHS students earned recognition in the following cate-

.ibrary w ill br
%afire of thr
v. ill be closed
ay for carpet
i on Monday at
a.m. to p.m.
n. to 5 p.m. on
day.

gories: Original Oratory Robbie Stephenson, 5th place.
Dramatic
Interpretation
Karson Crass, 1st and Austin
Ramsey, 3rd, and Broadcasting
- Karson Crass, 1st place. Ciera
Gobert was recognized as a
semi-finalist in Broadcasting.
The CCHS Speech Team will
next travel to Cnttenden County
High School on December 5th.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team is coached
by Michael Robinson. Assistant
coaches are Amy Melvin and
Sarah Strupp
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Hocking and Etheridge

Jennifer King and David Sevilla of Murray were married
Saturday, Sept. 26, 2009, at St. Leo Catholic Church.
The bride is the daughter of Ted and Joan King of Mun-ay.
The groom is the son of Lana Thomas of Dexter.
Fr. Mike Williams officiated at the ceremony.
Music was by Lynn Fromm, pianist. and Megan Bell, soloist.
Meghan Clark of Palma was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Suzanne Mathis of Clarlcsville, Tenn., Chelsea
Redden of Brentwood, Tenn.. and Monica Sevilla, of Mayfield.
Brian Cline of Murfreestxtro, Tenn.. was best man.
Groomsmen were Sam Sevilla of Mun-ay, Jason Anderson of
Mayfield, and Will Brunson and Roger Lay, both of Paducah.
A reception iind dance followed at the Murray Country Club.
The bnde received her bachelor of business degree from Murray
State University and is now employed dt King Brothers
Supermarket.
The groom is a veteran of the United States Marine Corps and is
a graduate of Calloway County High School. He is employed by
Coca-Cola Enterpnses.
After a honeyntoon in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico the couple resides
in Murray.

be Friday and Saturday
spectives. With each deer's
confession. the truth behind the
shocking allegations becomes
clearer and clearer ... and murkier and murkier.
Directed by Brendan Cataldo,
•The
Eight
Reindeer
Monologues,' features Alicia
Kelly, Drew Torkelson, Adam
Kurtz and Humberto Figueroa.
Tickets are 510 and can be
purchased online at www.roxyregionaltheatre.org, by phone
at (931)645-7699, or at the theatre during regular box office
hours (Yam-2pm, weekdays).
Due to strong language and
sexual content, this production
is strongly recommended for
mature audiences.

Murray State (University
Ordway 1-CatiLobby
Reserved seating only
Call(270809-6'448

Share the Hope is collecting
items and monetary donations
for its 25th annual trip to
Jackson in Breathitt County in
the mountains of Kentucky The
group will be leaving at 8 a.m.
on Fnday, Dec.11, and distribution will be Saturday, Dec. 12.
at Jackson. This is an area nt- the
state where unemployment and
family hardships are extremely
high. Items needed include
fociti, new underwear, socks,
female personal products, diapers, shoes, coats, toilet paper,
cleaning supplies and general
personal hygiene items.
Monetary donations may be
sent to Share the Hope, 481
Vancleave Rd., Murray, KY
42071. For information call
Founder/President PhIllip Lynn
Rogers at 753-1001 or Carlene
Chandler at 1-731-247-5187.
The deadline is Dec. 9.
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Miss Allison White Hocking .ind Clayton Ross Etheridge were
married on Thursday. July 9, 2009, at the Sandals Regency Resort
in St. Lucia.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Douglas
Hocking of Debary, Fla.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Maunne J. Hopson and the late
Dr. J. Lacy Hopson of Murray. Ky., and Max Darrell Hocking and
the late Mrs. Margaret Eagleson Hocking of Dundas, Ill.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Harns Etheridge of
Crandall, Ga.
He is the grandson of the late Mr. anti Mrs. Joel Ethendge of
Spring Place, Ga., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tom Caylor of
Crandall, Ga.
The couple is currently- residing in Savannah, Ga.

Donations
being
Special holiday show to accepted
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
Eight reindeer have 4 senous
bone to pick with a not-so-saintly Mr. Claus in Jeff Gtxxle's
dark, dark Chnstmas comedy
'The
Eight
Reindeer
Monologues,' play mg two
nights only (Friday, November
27, and Saturday, November 28,
at 8 p.m.) in the other space, the
50-seat black box theatre located upstairs at the Rosy Regional
Theatre.
Sciuidal erupts at the Nonh
Pole when one of Santa's eight
tiny reindeer accuses hint of
sexual harassment. As mass
media descends upon the event,
the other members of the sleigh
team demand ttt share their per-
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NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters, PO' fCciyE,,
5lackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
Kemodeled Game Koom & New Private Room with Big
5creen HD TV and 5urround Sound!

Nita/

Call For itasarvatIon•
Great for Game Pay Parties. Birthdays, Lunch Meeting%
Anniversaries, Christmas Parties. or just a night out with friends
SPECIALS

ise

Monday:

1/2 Appetiters during Moulay Night Football
5,39 Peel & Eat Shrimp $.69 Oysters on the halt shell

lursday :

39 Peel & Eat Shrimp 5.69 Oysters on the half shell
Johnny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till close

Wednesdays: Gnlled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye. Baked Potato &
Salad $12 99
Boiled Crawfish $4.N per pound
K4laoke at 8:30 till close
hursday:

All You Can Eat Crab Legs, Crawfish. Shrimp &
Mussels - mix and match or have all four $24.99

Friday:

Catfish, Frog Legs, anti other great seafood specials
Piano Man Terry Humphrey id 8:t10 till close

Saturday:

Great Seafood Specials all day
Live band starting at 900 p m tin close
Johnny Mac & The Heartattacks
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MCCH recognizes
'Cornerstone of Care'
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Executive Team recently
honored Shan Sherwood, LPN of MCCH HomeCare, and Tnsh
Roberts, Histology' Technician as our Cornerstones of Care. Murray
Hospital's Cornerstone of Care program recognizes employees who
exemplify our mission in providing the best patient centered healthcare to our region. Employees cari be nominated by their peers,
supervisors, or Directors and are awarded according to their service
and dedication to MCCH.
Shan Sherwcxxi has worIced at MCCH for 16 years arid is currently in our HomeCare Department working as an LPN. Trish
Roberts has worked at MCCH for over 30 years and is a Histology
Technician in our Pathology' Department.
For more information about our Cornerstone of Care program,
contact the MCCH Marketing Department at (270) 762-1381 or
(270) 762-1382.

Photo providoci ;
LEADERSHIP TOMORROW: Pictured are students from the Murray and
Calloway County School Systems who participated
in Health Day at Murray-Calloway County Hospital as part of the Leadership
Tomorrow program. Students learned about
healthcare careers, toure,d the new facility, and participated in various
activities at the hospital, Regional Cancer Center, andl
the Center for Health & Wellness.

Photo provided
Pictured left to hght: Keith Bailey, CEO, Lisa Ray, VP of
Nursing, Shan Sherwood, Comerstone of Care, John Wilson.
Director of Human Resources, Kaye Clark, Director of
HomeCare, and Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development.

Keung Ung, M.D.. and J. Kenneth Ford. IWO. - two reasons Western Etaptist cardiovascular care is ranked
among the nation's best .

100 TOP HEART HOSPITALS
Photo provided

NO WO \ 1)F:

Pictured left to nght: Dr. Dewey Dean, Pathologist, Linda
Cavitt, Director of Laboratory Services, Trish Roberts,
Cornerstone of Care, Mark Steadham, VP of Operations,
Keith Bailey, CEO, Lisa Ray, VP of Nursing, John Wilson,
Director of Human Resources, and Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development.

VOU PR LI. ER

December MCCH
Health Express
dates announced
Sped& to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be
offenng osteoporosis screenings, as well as, blood pressure and
pulse checks at its stops during December.
The screenings are free to the communities visited by Health
Express and are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages hen
there are often no symptoms of disease. Osteoporosis is responsible
for more than 1.5 million fractures annually in the United States.
Here are some simple things you can do before the tests: For the
sake of convenience and time, wear socks, anklets or knee-high
stockings. Pantyhose will need to be removed: remove ankle
bracelets and any' other article of jewelry from your feet and ankles.
as they will interfere with the test; if you have an open sore or cut
on either foot, please inform the operator before being screened.
During the month of December. the Health Express will be making the stops at the following locations:
• Tuesday, Dec. 1 from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a m. and 12:30 p.m. to
3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot in Murray.
• Wednesday, Dec. 2 from 8 a.m. to 10:30 at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center in Murray.
• Thursday. Dec. 3 from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. to 3
p.m. at Willman in Benton.
• Frid.ay, Dec. 4 from 7 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at PTL South Lot in
Murray.
• Tuesday, Dec. 8 from 8:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at Graves County
Senior Center in Mayfield.
• Monday, Dec. 14 from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at George Weaks
Community Center in Murray.
• Wednesday, Dec:. 16 from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. at Walmart in Paris, Tenn.
• Thursday. Dec. 17 from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. at Walmart in Murray.
The MCCH Health Express will also have the following stops
offering additional free screenings:
• Fnday, Dec. I I from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. to
3 p.m. at Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteoporosis. and Blood Pressure
Screenings at Spnng Creek Health Care in Murray.
• Tuesday, September 15 from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. at Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteoporosis, and Blood Pressure
Screenings at the Center for Health & Wellness in Murray. Call 7621348 to schedule your appointment.
Also available at these screenings is an Occult Blood Screening
Kit. The cost is 54. This screening detects blood in the stool, which
can be an early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the Dec. Health Express schedule, or
about the screenings offered, call (270)762-1348.
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A Christmas Carol - Dec 8

ON SALE NOW

Cirque Dreams - Dec 18-19
Illumination

ON SALE NOW

The Drowsy Chaperone - Jan 25-26

ON SALE NOW

Grooveloo - Jan 28

ON SALE NOW

Camelot - Feb 5-6

ON SALE NOW

Foreigner - Ian 22

On Sale Dec 4

Peking Acrobats - Feb 11

On Sale Dec 7

Zydeco Experience - Feb 15

On Sale Dec 7

Punch Brothers - Feb 27

On Sale Jan 11

Beauty and the Beast - Mar 6-7

On Sale Nov 30

ABBA the Music - Mar 11

On Sale Jan 11

Suzanne Vega - Apr 17

On Sale Mar 22

The Rat Pack is Back! - Apr 29 30

On Sale Mar 22

,

LA"

Carson Center
1

100 Kentucky Avenue
Paducah, Kentucky
270-450-4444
wvvvv.thecarsoncenter.org
The Kentucky Arts Council. the state arts
agency. support The Carson Center with state
tax dollars and federal funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
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'UY TICKETS BEFORE THEY GO ON SALE TO THE PUBLIC BY
BECOMING A MEMBER! CALL(270) 443-9932. EXT. 240
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1
916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:'753-1927
Lean
Roam

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Aetton No. 09-CI-0012S
cOUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERN1CING. L.P,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT .20URT
Civil Action No. 08-0-00391
PLAINTIFF,

VS
CHRIS PROVINE A/KrA CHRISTOPHER PROV1NE,
DEAN ANN PROVINE, HERITAGE EtANK.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, REVENUE
CABINET, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTL,CKY,
EDUCATION CABINET UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, JAMES CARL RICICMAN.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFF

Except any ,nterest in the coal. oil, gas and other minerale underlying the
land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyance.. and
all
nghts and easements in fates,of the estate of mid coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being In all respects the same property conveyed to Steven C Skaggs and
wlfe.
Christy Skaggs by deed from Theresa Garland, dated May 2. 2008, of record
ir,
Book 542, Page 500, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County C,ourt
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but If sold on a crede of 30 days. the purchatser shall be required to depostt
with
the commwsioner one-third et the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
In
two equal Installments) full within tierty '30. days, wish 'sufficient poverty bear1
bearing interest at 129F per annum from the date of tale until pa.a. aril Inky
due and payable in thirty '30. days. A lien shall be retained an the property ae
addiuonai security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
bc sold eubjert. to the current year ad valnrem taxes

CROSS-DEFENDANTS

This 19th day of November, 2009.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Cinciet Court

A tract of land situated in the County of Celloway, State of Kentucky. being
a
part of the Southeast Quarter ur Section 32. Tawnslup 1. Range 4 Ea.et and
ale,
being Tract 1 of a Minor Subdiv.elon Plat of record in Plat Book 32. Page 2
(Slide 3018, and being further described as follows
Being at a 04 wrcap t3175 mbar set In the centerline of Moore Road. 531 14
feel
north of the centerline of State Line Road West (Ky. Hwy N93 and the
Southeast corner of Tract 1 described herein.
thence South 87 deg. 57' 04' West for a distance of 441.22 feet to a 14
rebar
wicap *3115 set,
thence. North 00 deg. 07 16" Went fur a distance of 2/47.27 feet to a
ill4stalier
wimp *3175set;
thence. North 77 deg 14 52" East for et Matance of 178.91 feet fo
stecap /3175 set on the North bank of a waterway;

F4-rebar

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on Apnl 13. 2009. tn the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $112,562.41, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bedder, at public auction on Friday. December 11. 2009 at the
hour of 10,00 a m . local erne, or thereabout. the following demcnbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address bee* 1215 Peggy Ann
Drive. Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly descnbed ae follows
A 0 285 acre tract of land as surveyed by' Allgood surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky. shown as Lot 6. Dawn Heights Subdiyesion, Plat Book 2, Page 23.
Slide 23, and being more particularly descnbed as follows

This tract contains 3 430 acres, but is aubject en whatever right-of-way there
tnay be on Moore Road. lYeacnption as per survey of C. Thomas Dowdy,
Kentucky Profeestocus; Land Surveyor leo. 3222, dated February 14,'2002
Being the. eame property conveyed te Chris Prrreine DAM Chnetopher Provirw
and Dean Anne Prcyme by deed dated June 4, 2002. of record in Book 431, Page
3, In the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if eold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser Mall be required to deposit with
the commissiener ten percent I Iffie , of the purchase pnce. with the balance to he
paid in full within thirty (30, days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
et 12% per annum from the date of sale until fully paid A lien shall be retained
on the property a. additional security. All dellnquent taxes Mall be secertatned
and paid. but 'shall be .Id subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 19th day of November, 2009.
Respectfully eubmeted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiseioner
Calloway Circuit court

Doiret
Forget!
you haven't picked up a picture that
was used in a classified special section.
you may come by our office during our
business hours and pick it up
If

Thence. North 88 deg 17 le" West 90 74 feet with the James Laseiter Nort h
Property lane and generally along a fence to an existing iron pipe at the
Southweet corner of the herein descnbed tract of land.
Thence. North 0 deg OS 57" Wee • 136.95 feet with the Jamee Rosie East
Property Line. Deed Book 140. Pege 39'2 to sr existing iron pipe at the
Northwesit corner of the herein dewribed tract of land,
Thence. South 88 deg 30 011 East 90 19 feet with the South gide of Peggy' Ann
Drive to the point of beginning, together with end eubject to covenants ea.
ments and resenctione of record
Except any intereet in the coal.tte. gas end other minerals underlytng tie lend
which has been heretofore conveyed or remerved in pnor conveyances. and all
righte and eaftements in favor of the estate of maid coal, oil, gas and nther mine,
els if any

Thence, along the East line of South 16th Street. North 04 degrees 01 minutes
24 seconds West for a distance of 175 10 feet to a i4 rebar wicsp *3175 set at
the Northwest corner of the herein deecnbed tract and the southwest corner of
the Jackie Vaughn property • Deed Book 158, Card 13291,
Thence, along the South line of the Vaughn property and the South line of the
James(Men property !Deed Book 114, Page 159,, North 87 degrees 39 minutee
40 seconds East for a distance of 156.58 feet to a ir4 rehar Mcap *3175 set at the
northeast corner of Lot 2:
Thence, along the West Itne of Lot 2, South 02 degrees 31 minutes 15 seconds
Eaet for a distance of 11Treft-feet to a ir(eretrar wears 13175 set at the soatheee
yorner of the herein described tract and on the north Itne of Story Street.

MC4Ice

GET THIS IX'
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
i 270)753-1916 • classified

murray led gencom

The Village Day Care will be hosting
Winter Fest 09 at the center on
December 5th. 1-he public Is Invited.
Corn* by for food. fun & games st 1406
N. 12th St. FlastIvitIss will start at
10:00 a.m. Santa will tzia arriving around
2:00 p.m. All proceeds from this event
will go to Shop w!th a Cop program.

ADMINIS1
Assistant

John H Downs et al . obtained title to the above-described property by
deed
from Castle Parker end wlfe, Pauline Parker, notarized as being signed
on July
27, 2006, of record In Book 653. Page 589. tn the office or the Clerk of
the
Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of
30 days.
but .Id on a crede of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required
to deposit wlth
the commwsioner ten percent (10%, of the purchase price, with
the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30i days, with eufficient surety bond,
beanng mtereat
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until fully paid. A lien
shall be retained
on the pmperty se addittonal security. All delinquent taxes shall
be Ascertained
and paid. but shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taies.
This 19th day of November. 2009.
Reepectfute". submitted,
MAX W' PARKER
Master C,ommiesioner
Celloway Circuit Court

Att gm ads
plecoci In our
PliPer are
posted on our
webafte tor froe1

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies rnenttoned herein
are belteved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of ris employees
accept any responsibIlity whatsoever for their
activtties

NEED temporary help
with odd lobs Some
medium to heavy lifting 761-0133

NOTICE
Advertisers are
roquested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for sny error
Murray Ledger &
will be rasponsIble for only one
Incorrect insertion
Any sem( should be
reported iminediattely so corrections can
be made.
If 101 HAVE LOST
OR FOUND A PET
WE 'WILL RUN
AN Al)(INE DAY
F'OR FREI:
Murray Ledger

Rene
270-753-1915

ACCOUNTS
feces,
able/customer sevicri
clerk Full-time
with
benefits Send resume
to PO Box 1040-M
PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center,
licensed preschool, is
now receiving applications for a Director Training wal begin
Apnl 1st, 2010
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church
For more tnformation
call Director. Dorothy
K Rogers
(270) 753-8698
EXPERIENCED meat
cutter. Apply at Murray
Say-A-Lot. 805 S. 12.th
St
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Being the same property conveyed to Robert W %miser, III, et ux , by deed
dated May 25, 2007. of record in Book6919 Page 17, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property Mall be .Id on a cash Or credd hams of thirty i 301
days, hut if sold on a credit of thirty t 30.1 day*. the purchaser shall deposit
with
t' y'ommieetoner ten percent( Iffie of the purchase price and execute bond
with gwei and euffineet surety for the remainder. bearing interest at
12% per
annum from the date of sale until pald. and fully due and payable within thirty
days A Oen Mall be retained on the pniperty as additional secunty All delinquent Mime. if any, shall be micertained and paid by the Commussioner. but the
property shall be stold 'subject to the current ad valorem taxes

Beginning at a *4 mbar wimp f3175 set 30 00 feet east of the centerline of
South 16th Street and 20 00 feet north of the centerline of Story Street, said
Point being the southwest corner of the herein described tract.

Thgether with and eubject to covenants. eaeements and restncuons of record

BEGINNING at the Northeast comer of the herein described tract of land and
the Northwest corner of the Lethe Bowden property. Deed Rook 140, Page A8.
said point being an meeting mon pin 530+ - feet Ease of the centerline of
Kirkwood Drive and 20 00 feet South of the centerline- of Peggy Ann Drive.
Thence, South 0 deg 17 31 Eaet - 137 30 feet with the said Bowden West
Property lene to an extsting iron plpe at the Southeaet corner of the herein
described tract of land.

Legal Ikescription of a tract of land located on the North side of Story Street and
on the East stde of South 16th Street In the City of Murray, County of Calloway
State a Kentucky. being a part of Lot 11 of the W L Whenell Addition to the
City &Murray of record in Deed Book 47. Plage 370, and also being Lot 1 of a
Minor Subchvlaion Plat of record in Plat Book 36. Page 76. Slide 3492. and being
further descnbed as follows

North 66 deg 51' 02" Eaet for a dIstance of 55.06 feet to a le rebar wicap /3175
set.

Together with and subject to covena.nta, 'tenements. and restnctions of record.

PLAINTIFF,

Tax Pareel ID Number 005-0-0006-00016

Thence. along the North line of Story. Street. South 8; degrees 39 minutest
10
seconds West for a distance
98 feet to the point of treginrurig

thence, South 00 deg. 07 16" East for a distance of 376.76 feet along the center
Ime of Moore Road to the point of beginning

VS NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDA.Nr,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Ctreuit
Court on October 26. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 3161,207 74, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Ceurthouee door In the City. of Murray, Calloway. County, Kentucky
to Ow higlwet bidder. at public auction on Fnday. December 11, 2009, at the
hour of 10,00 a.m., local time. or thereabout. the following deenenbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address betrig 1516 Story
Avenue, Mumyy, ICY 42071. and being more particularly, deecnbed as follows

thence. alon,g the North bank of satd waterway the following beanngs and
dietences-

North 83 deg. 18 46" Ewe for a distance of ;88.68 feet to a 04 rebar &cap
03175 set in the centerltne of Moore Road the Northeast corrier of Tract 1

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00014

JOHN H DOWNS, ELEANOR G DOWNS AND
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. ND,
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By virtue of a Judgrnent and Order of Sale eniered be. the Calloway
Circuit
Court on October 26, 2009. tn the above cause, to satisfy. the Judgrnent of the
Cross-Plaintiff, Kentucky Housing Corporation. in the approxlmate
amount of
$74,906.83. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Couethouee door In the City
of
fefurray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highesit bidder, at public auction
on
Friday, December 11, 2909. at the hour of 10-00 a m . local tune. or thereabout.
the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with
tte
addrees being 145 Moerre Road, Hanel. ICY 42049, and being more particularly
descnbed as follows

This property conveyed herein is subject to those restnctione of record and
specifically those recorded in Plat Bonk 20, Page 4, Slide 1816. as aheve refer
enced

This 19th day of November, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX IA' PARKER
Master Commiliaioner
Calloway Circuit Court

S BANK. NA.
VS. NOTICE OF SA1 F

PROVINE ELECTRIC, Ilk, et al..
DEFENDANT.
KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,CROSS-PLAINTIFF,

Lots/49 and /50 af the Cromfield &yet Subdivision as shown on the
plat of
record in Plat Book 20, Page 4, Slide 1816, and replotted in Plat Boot
38. Page
82, Slide 3698. in the office of the Calloway County Cleric

ROBERT M MANLEY 111. and
DAWN M MANLEY

PLAINTIFF
VS NCYTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloeity
Circuit
Court on August 10, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy' the Jadgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate &remelt of 8326,115 12, I shall proceed
to offer for
sale at the Courthoutse door in the City of Mumiy, Calloway County,
Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, December 11. 2009.
at the
hour of 10,00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following deacribed
property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address beIng 111 Croesfield
Drive. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

S BANK. NA

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Cavil Action No 09-CI-00305

HERITAGE BANK.

VS. NCMCE OF SALE
STEVEN C SKAGGS,CHRISTINA SKAGGS,
AIKA CHRISTY SKAGGS, MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC ,
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currently accepting applications for da
Summer Program being held May 23. 2010
June 30, 2010 Applications may be
wired up
roorn 240 or Bla0Mum
Apphcation deadline is December 23. 2009
Skills needed Residential Advisors and
leacher posibons in the loilowing areas Matt)
Foreign Languages. Science Research
Calculus, Ingonometry, Geometry etc
Interviews will be conducted following
Christmas Break
Kalyn Genslc
009-3404
kalyn clonalc•murraystatsockh
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MEDIACOSA IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MediacorrO
Mediacom is seeking an INSTALLER to install
cable services within the Marshall. Calloway
and Tngg County areas Responsibilities will
include Installation, Troubleshooting service
problems, maintenance and selkng and promoting broadband services. Truck & toots provided. The successfui applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physic:al ability to Oft
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to worts in all
weather condrhons A satisfactory dnving
record is required_ Mediacom offers a competieve wage in addition to a comprehensive banefrt package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essentlai
for success
Applications will be accepted
until position Is fined.
Apply at careers inecliacomcc.com
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Applications will be isccepted until
positions are fIlkid at:
Careors.rnedlaconicc.com

060
Help Wooed

39 minutes 10
Ranmil

Local Mail

Mediacorn is seeking a Warehouse Associate
in Benton KY Responsibarties we include
receiving, inventorying. issuing and shipping
materials. supplies, tools. equipment and parts
atockroom. warehouse ana yard
Resporisibie for the issuance. checken. reconciliation and integrey of customer set-top termr.als and equipment Heavy lifbng required
Applicants must have a hign sceoca diploma or
equeralent Minimum 2 years warehouse experience Abarty to show Judgment and initiative
to accomplish duties %without close supervision
Knowledge of OSHA and its imptications in Me
implementation of job responsibilities' Simple
record-keeping skills Abarty to communicate
clearly. Must be able to dnve a box truck and
have a valid dnver's license and satisfactory
driving record A drug test and background
check will be required of successful applicant

Mediacorn is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
is locking for a full-time
Administrative
Assistant to work in our
West Kentucky State
Marketing
office. This position
will work 40 hours a
week, M-F and offers a
competitive wage plus
a generous benefits
package
including
health, dental,
401k, paid
vacation
and sick
leave.
Qualified candidates
must possess strong
computer skills and
previous
experience is preferred Recent college
graduates are welcome to apply
If you are interested in
this professional position with a quality company
Mat has been in business
since
1890.
please apply on-line at
seam woedmen org or
contact
Greg
Robertson at 270-7534382
WOODMEN OF THE
WORLD LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNI
TY
EMPLOYER
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P ROPERTY
Managernen
Company is now hiring
a full time Leasing and
Marketing Manager
Candidate must possess basic computer
knowledge. Benefits•
Drug Free Workplaoa*
B ackground
Screening•
Equal
Opportunity Empioyer
Fax
resumes
to'
(270)759-3005.
DO you love worldrig
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
rnay be lust the place
for youl Fut hme arid
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S, 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
NOW taking applications in our
Food
Service Department.
Cooking and baking
experienced preferree
but will train Apply at
Glendale
Place
Assisted
Living
Commurete
905
Glendale
Road,
Murray, KY
PT custodian position
available
Flexible
hours. Make inquiries.
send resume: First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main St., Murray.
KY 42071
270-753-6460
FULL-TIME opps HS
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay. benefits, training,
30 days vacation/yr, $
for school. No exp.
needed. Call Mon-Fn.
1800-777-6289.
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, Alumni Affairs.
Murray
State
U niversity
Qualifications:
Bachelor's
and
Master's
degrees
required
Candidate
must have at least
three years experience
in alumni affairs and at
least five years expenence in an institution of
higher
education
Must have strong interpersonal and communication skills arid the
ability to establish and
maintain lasting relationships on behalf of
the University Ability
to work in a complex

Wednesday, November 25. 2009 • 30

•
•
•
•
•
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
INSTRUCTiONAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

*Airlines Are Hiring
Train tor high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FAA approved
program Financial arc
it qualified- Housing
Available CALL
Aviation Institute ot
Maintenance (88813495387

*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-vrord
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
tor as little as $250
with one order, one
payment For information contact the classified department ot this
newspaper or cal, KPS
1-502 223-8821

*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Mechem, •Business
•Paralegal
'Acoounteng 'Cnminai
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
it qualified Cali 866460-9765
www CentruciOnfine co

DIVORCE with or
wethout Children
$95 00 Wrth FREE
name change documents twite only) and
mantel settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hrs
7days -888-7890198
BUILDINGS
• Steel Arch Buildings3 Repo d Buildings,
2000 30x30 Must sell
before going to auction WIli seli for baiante owed Display
discounts available
Deal Won't Last' 1866-352-0469

•FREE HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOFI
TRAINING Must be
LAID OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits.
Funding Thru STATE
WIA Program. AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 8E6280-5836

FOR SALE
• -DISH Network_
$19.99/mo, Why Pay
More For TV? 100.
Channels. FREE 4Floom Install. FREE
HD-DVR. Plus $600
Sign-up BONUS Call
Now! 1-866-240-3844

MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training:
Certified Clinical
Medical Assistant, EKG
Technician, Nurse Aide
Training, Phlebotomy
training. Lexington &
Georgetown. Day,
Night. Weekend classes. 859-963-2901, 888274-2018
www.nursealdeirainingcentercorn

*Get Dish -FREE
Installation- SI 9.99/mo
HBO & Showtime
FREE- Over 50 HD
Channels FREE
Lowest Prices- No
Equipment to Buy! Cali
Now for full Details- I 877-238-84 1 2

SPORTING/SPORTMG GOODS

HELP WANTED
•Part-Time, HomeBased Internet
Business. Eam $500$10001 month or more.
Flexible bours. Training
provided. No selling
required. FREE details.
WWW k34El.com

Sandie Ortered

I

CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick'
(270)492-8266
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

•Gun Show! Nov. 2729. Fn. 12-6, Sat 9-5 &
Sun. 9-4. Lexington.
Heritage Hall (430 W.
Vine St.) Buy, Sell,
Tracie. Info. (563)9278176.

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Repairs • Decks
pressure -washed
8 stained

(270)436-2228

Pool Tabie Guy
20 Years Experience
Pool Tables Bought, Soie
Serviced and Moven
731-819-4

• week'', penal pickups
• locally eerie:I/operated

•Flatbecs Company 8
0/OPs needed. Must
have 2 years Steel Coil
Exp 0i0Ps must have
own trailer & equipment. Excelient pay &
Benefits Low
Deadhead Miles. Call
M-F 8am-4prn. 800525-3383 ext. 8 or
apply online at
WM.!.ttexpress.com
*FREE CDL CLASS-A
TRAINING Must be
LAID OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits.
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
meet hinng
Requirements of Major
Tnicking Companies
Financing options,'
tuition reimbursement
also available. TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644

OavW's Home
Improvement
LIC
Water Denagec F'ciors
Braces & Root Jousts
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do insurance WoO
we esserCara Amore

731-247-M22
270-293-2643
WEST
Calloway
County
DevelOPment
dozer.
*Track hoe
backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale. We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032.

ta Nimble
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

.3301 St. At 121N.
754-8087
...11 ;

,ru
00f LEAVES?.

L•af
Vacuum
Service
Curbs#de or complete
clean-ups,

753-5726

WEST Kt. 61
taWN.tiCAPE:

2;01 227

3 1 1.

HAPPY
BIRTHDA1'
Friday, Nov. 27, 2009:

cAsSELP_IIMAN
WWW PREMIERARC COM
(270)619.5313
•C4f660d •POrtable
*Aluminum *Stainless

indulge
yourselves
like
teenagers! ARIES understands
how to have your style of fun!

CCMS academic 2nd overall
at Owensboro Tournament
It was a long, but successful
day of competition for the
Calloway
County
Middle
School Academic Team. The
tearn travelled to Owensboro,
KY to compete against many of
the top teatns from Region 2 and
Region 3. When the day was
done. Calloway was 2nd Place
overall with many individual
students placing in the top 5.
The Quick Recall Team

in their
placed 2nd, as
competition. The Quick Recall
bracket started with Pool Play to
make it into the actual tournament. In Pool Play, Calloway

Matti', Calico Tabby, three
months, temale

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 A/44 PM • SAT. 10 Am-3 PM
ir more inlormation contact

11orray-CalloWay County Aninlai Shelter '!
at (270) 759-4141

defeated Breckirridge County,
Holy Name. and Owensboro.
This took the team to the semifinals of the Quick Recall tournament. In the senti-finals. the
Lakers defeated Owensboro
again 40-18. In the finals.
Calloway just missed defeating
Holy Name with a final score of
30-25. This gave the Lakers a
great overall finish of 2nd place.
In individual scores, students tested in subject areas of
mathematics, science, social
studies, fine arts, and language
arts. Landon Fike placed first in
science and first in mathematics.

Nate Clause finished 5th in
social studies. In fine arts, Cody
Betgman placed 2nd and
Hudson Elliott placed 5th.
Destiny Wendling was 4th in
Language Arts.
Team members are Thomas
Canning, Ryan Grace, Nate
Clause, Mark Tyler, Cody
Bergman, Hudson
Elliott,
Robert Pruitt, Landon Fike, and
Destiny Wendling. Coaches for
Calloway are Scott Pile.
Whitney Pile, Brad Darnall.
Zach Rudolph, Lynn Melton.
Christie Walker, and leanetta
McCallon.

American Quarter Horse
event to be held Dec. 12-13
The West Kentucky QHS,
and American Quarter Horse
Association approved show, will
be held Dec
I 2-13. at the
William
"Bill'.
Cherry
Exposition C'enter in Murray.
American Quarter Horse
shows test horses' abilities in
dozens ot different dasse-, and
feature exciting events such as
Jumping. reining. barrel racing.
cutting. roptng anti pole bendmg. ,A I so held are halter classes
that Judge American Quarter
n balance,
Horses based
muscling and breed L'haracteris-

"AQHA shows are fun, and anyone who has ever wanted to get
involved with horses or compete
at art AQHA show is encouraged
to attend."
competing at an AQHA Show.
Each year, AQHA approves
exhibitors and horses also can
more than 3,000 shows and spequalify for an AQHA World
cial events across the globe. For

tics.
People who exhibit at an
American Quarter Horse Show
earn points that turn into awards
or cash at the end of the year. By

Championship Show, the pre[flier events in the entire equine
industry, it was reported.
"We welcome all American
Quarter Horse owners as well as
anyone who has a passion for
horses," said Don Treadway,
AQHA executive vice president.

more information about the
West Kentucky QHS, contact
Mark E. Harrell at (618) 3971388.
For
information
about
AQHA, contact AQHA's web
site at www.agha.com

a
good night's sleep could Mar a
great day. If you can squeeze in
a nap, by all means, oo. Trust
that you will energize much interest as the day unfolds. Tonight.
The wortd is your oyster

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You have a tendency to keep
worries inside and not share
them right now. If you are keeping your own counsel in order not
to burden others. it isn't working!
Many people feel an innate discomfort seeing you closed down.
Tonight: Do your thing.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** if you shy away from a
risk, you also could be shying
away from really living your life to
its fullest. Honor your inner
desires with an eye to repercussions as well as opportunity.
Networaing, sooializing and making new fhends simpiy feels natural. Tonight. Add that extra zip to
your fife.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others often tum to you,
but you just might have enough
on your plate already. Learn to
say no and not to overload yoursMf. Be sure others are capable
of completing an errand or project. You need a break. Tonight:
The lead figure.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might need

to get
more information before making
a decision. Get an expert's opinion and don't sell yourself short.
Listen to news that heads in your
direction, even if it's a bit stunning. Tonight: Use your imagination when making plans.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Someone zeros in on

you,
for better or tor worse. If you are
feeling uncomfortable, refuse to
commit in any way, shape or
forrn. insecunty, whether justified
or not, permeates your decision
making. Chill. Know that there is
a tomorrow. Tonight: Follow
another person's lead.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** You might be out of

sorts.
Consider your options that surround a personal matter more
Show dates and times are: carefully. You Might want to
Feb. 8, 7:30 p.m.; Feb. 9, 9:30 revise your thinking when deala.m. and noon; Feb. 10, 10 a.m.; ing with key people in your life.
Understand that you might be
and Feb. II, 10 a.m.
Teachers and school adminis- spreading the cloud of negativity
you are under Tonight: Sort
trators should call (270) 809- through your options.

MSU Department of Theatre presents 'The Jungle Book'
The Murray State University
department of theatre presents
"The Jungle Book" by Vera
Morris, Feb. 8-10, 2010, in
Lovett Auditorium.
Theatre department members
encourage audiences of all ages
to join them as they bring the
classic tale of orphan Mowgli
and his animal friends to the

stage.
As in the past, special performances will be given so that
school children may attead during the day. AU tickets are S2.50
adults.
per
student
or
Chaperones, drivers and teachers are free of charge. Murray
State students get in free with
valid student I.D.

Noroscope
HAPPY BIRTHDA1' for
Thursday, Nov. 26, 2009:
This year, your solution-finding
skills help you over any humps
in the mad. You handle people
and make choices in a centered
and
caring
manner.
Communicate what is important,
although others might n it want
to near it. Apply creativity kind
ingenuity to your words. If you

are single, you meet people with
ease. You are likely to have a
series of suitors, especially after
New Year's. Someone special
could come around the comer in
2010. If you are attached,
together you could plan a second
honeymoon. Add more romantic
dates into the mix, especially if
you cannot travel. ARIES likes
to win.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Facilitate with behind-the-

tiruwn shoat hair, two
years, neutered, male

ARIES (Mar.:h 21-April 19)
**** Starting with less than

The Calloway County Middle SchOol Academic Team

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Druunic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;

la',

for

This year, you will grow past
previous restnctions. Endurance
and ingenuity make a powerful
team, if you can harness them.
An older friend might play a significant role in your life, as this
person tries to impose his or her
will. Though you need not follow this path, you will be forced
to rethink your own. If you are
single, a potential sweetie
appears through fnends. The tie
won't be easy, but it will be
worthwhile. If you are attached,

*81H Trucking
Company Dnver
Trainees Needed, No
CDL- NO PROBLEM,
Eam up to $90Oi week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financiai
assistance 888-780
5539

Sirnmon's Handyman
CarpentrY Service
Over 25 years Cali
Don, Murray area
519-8570

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2734

'tea
Pustbal

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

•PTL 07-R Drivers.
Neer Pay Packager
Great Milesl Up to 45
CpM 12 months expea_
ence required No
loony or DUI past 5
years. 8'77-740-6262
ML GARAGE DOOR www.pd-inc.com
INSTALLATiON, repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators.
Residential & Commercial. Locally owned &
operated. 293-2357,
435-4049

• Painting • Fix-its

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnnding. fire.
wood. Insured
489-2839_

*STAY ANL) PLAY at
one ot Kentucky s top
golf courses Cherry
Blossom Georgetown
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Ploy,
inciuding furnished
lownhome golf for tour

•Dnvers CDL-A Flatbed
Up to .40CPM Horne
time. Benefits. OTR
Experience Required
No felonies Top eamer
$69,000. Carrier since
19281 800-44 --4271 x
KY-100

urr

scenes efforts -- today's mair
theme. You dor't want to be left
holding the bag. Don't hesitate to
ask for some support from compatriots. Root out a problem.
Tonight. Your time to relax, veg
and watch TV -- finally.
TAURUS (Apra 20-May 20)
**** Enjoy the unusual conviviality of the day. Others want
to pitch in. You•might have a bit
more on your plate than you
might like. Others seem to sense
this overload and pitch in.
Tonight. Sit down before you collapse.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
it*** Whether you like it or
not, you are the leader of the

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Make calls to those

at
a distance. If travel is on your
agenda. get going ASAP. The
traffic could only get heavier.
Someone takes another perspective in a debate. Listen
rather than put others down.
Tonight: In the limelight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Someone who feels that
he or she can. will seize the
power and make as many decisions today as he or she wants.
Do you really want to scrap
about this behavior? Be smart
and deter. You don't always have
to be a leader. Tonight: Put on a
great piece of music.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Let others do what

close to irresistible. Know that
the world is your oyster. Tonight:
Just be yourself.

you are working. Though your
home might buzz with action,
understand how much your presence is appreciated. Kick back.
Think "early weekend '' Visit with
others in a manner you usually
don't Tonight: When you get
your second wind, act on it.

ers. Justify and explain, but also
know when a cause is lost. You
will gain through using your ingenuity more selectively, it possible. Tonight: Don't worry if plans
get muddled, just be vvhere you
want to be.
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past complications and thus simplify a situation helps others
Many people want your feedback. Screen your calls if you are
to accomplish anything. A partner is quite self-assured. You
won't be able to change his or
her mind. Tonight. Visit before it
gets too late and fatigue sets in.

quite taken aback by a money
matter. The issue at hand quickiy
gets out of control. Curb risking
so much. You could be tired of
hearing the same rhetoric.
Tonight: Keep it easy.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19) *** Basics bubble up when
**** Your ability to weave dealing with others. You could be

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** If you are over-

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Make calls and reach
out for others, especially if in
your eyes they are too quiet. You
might be taken aback when you
near a key friend's or loved one's
news. Listen. Though you might
not be able to distance yourself
or detach. do your best. Tonight.
Favonte haunt.

frantic facing problems, you
come up with a lot of solutions.
With all this creativity. your
appeal heightens, making you

Singer Tina Turner (1939) singer
Robert Goulet (1933), cartoonist
Charles Schulz (19221

the to-dos. You might not be sure
what to do first as you look
around and see what must be
completed. Don't hesitate to
reach out for support. An admirer
could come through for you.
Tonight: The later it gets, the better.
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c.
21)
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c. ***** Your ideas hold water.
at least in your mind. Realize that
21) .
*** Stay ciose to home, even if you might need to convince oth-

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Where others would be

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You wind up with most of

nculurn
Stati P
Play
e
daon
hny
ou
t

ments might not be Me same as
others', but it is equally as effective. Consider your options with
care Tonight: It doesn't need to
be much. Promise.

whelmed by the cost of entertaining or any other project, join the
crowd. A partner, associate or
friend might have many good
solutions. Encourage them to get
involved with what you see as a PISCES (Fob. 19-March 20)
building trend. Tonight: An *** Curb a tendency to go past
evening chat could become a the immediate, and understand
what is bothenng you. Truth be
late-night talk.
told, it is so obvious you might
PISCES(Fob. 19-March 20)
***** Others appreciate laugh once you get it. Be willing
whatever you do Take advan- to indulge loved ones tbis holiday
tage of this moment, as often season in a more fun yet less
others aren't so easygoing. Stop expensive manner. Tonight: Start
and take time for someone who thinking "Santa."
might need your feedback. Visit
with a friend you haven't seen in BORN TODAY
a white. Tonight: Whatever floats Musician Jimi Hendrix (1942),
martial-arts expert Bruce Lee
your boat.
(1940), actress Robin Givers
(1964)

they want, because they will anyway. Put your feet up and relax
while your many fnends and colleagues visit. The mood to network and socialize cannot be
denied. Tonight: Make time for a
special person.
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4421 if they are interested in SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
reserving seats for their students. **** You quickly achieve a lot.
Seating is on a first-come, first Your way of dealing with errands,
served basis.
calls and other such commit-

Irf lacesNas Blear
gang. Fatigue could stream in if
you let it. Take a longer walk than
usual to recharge your energy,
Everyone has limits A key person needs your resourcefulness.
Whether you play devil's advocate or resource is your call.
Tonight: Let the party begin.
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BORN TODAY

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at wwtv.jacquelInebiesteem.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published ts a pasture ot Murray State Unaversity seniors. Brad
Lowe
and
Jacob
Williams.
installing a new trail head sign
at the start of the new hiking trail
Murray -Calloway County Park.
The students are designing the
sign as a pan of thea course curnculum The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Playhouse in the Park will present *Scrooge's Christmas Carol'
on Thursdays. Endays and Saturdays from Dec 2-18, al the Playhouse in the Park.
Births reponed inelude a girl
to John and Tammy Todd, Nov.
II, a boy to Tim and Sharma Kay
Bradley. Nov 18. and a girl to
Todd and Valene Ciutwright. Nov
19
Twenty years ago
Susanne Doyle ot Murray was
named as "Volunteer of the Year"
for four years of service at the
National Boy Scouting Museum.
located on North 16th Street on
the Murray State University campus ai the annual Volunteer Recognition Banquet
Members of the Chanty Golf
Tournament held at the Oaks Country Club reported it raised $3.004
for WATCH (work activities owning center for the handicapped)
131rths reponed include a boy
to Elise and Tim Puckett and a
boy to Glenda and John Seaford,
Nov. 21
Thirty years ago
Murray State Universuy Racers will host the Australian Olympic
Squad in a basketball game- on
Nov 28 at Racer Arena Racer
Club members are invited to meet
the squad at the MSU Sports
Arena on Nov. 25
Published is a picture of Randy'
Lee with the 8 point buck he
killed white hunting with Ronnie
Nanney.
Ann Uddberg presented a program on "Santa Lucia" at a meeting of thc Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held
at the club house

Forty years ago
'The second graduaung CILSS of
Murray School of Practical Nursing will 'have its commencment
on Nov 28 at Memonal Baptist
Church, Murray Dr. Stanley Hoffman will be the featured speaker.
Electronic Technician 3rd Class
Michael C McGuire is attending
the basic electronics school at th
Naval Training Center at Great
Lakes. III
Mrs W A Farmer was the
leader for the prognun on "God
Guides Individuals' at a meeting
of the Woman's Massionary Society at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
Prof Richard Farrell, head of
the department of fine arts iu Murray State College, is attending the
annual meeting of the National
Association of Schools of Music
at Detroit, Mich.
Elected as officers of the New
Concord 4-H Club were Randy
Patterson. president, Sharon Hughes, vice president, and Freddy
Roberts, secretary-treasurer
Recent births reported at Murray. Hospital include a boy to Mt.
and Mrs. DaneII Lockhart. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Dan Hale. and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don English
Sixty years ago
Prof. F.D. Mellen of the English Department of Murray State
College, will speak tonight at a
meeting at Temple of Israel in
Paducah.
John Singleton of Hamilton
Ohio, and Billy Furgerson of Murray have been elected as co-captains of the football team for Murray State College in the 1950 season.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Young, Nov. II.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Moss Dunning Jr., Nov. 13. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Granville Mongomery and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs, Joe Scott
Barnes. Nov. 14

Wife can't convince husband
to tighten his loose lips
DEAR ABBY: Our family
has had A difficult year. We
have gone from one drama or
trauma to another, but have
always managed. There's one
issue, however, that can't fix.
My husband, "Arthur," can't
keep
our
problems
private . He
seems compelled to tell
EVERYONE
he
meets about
what's going
on in our
larnily.
Dear Abby
I
have
told Arthur
By Abigail
repeatedly.
Van Buren
"What happens at home should stay at
home," and begged him not
to take our problems to the
neighbors, who have enough
of their own. It's embarrassing when our friends, neighbors and extended family are
infortned about the dramas
going on in our home. But
Arthur becomes defensive when
I tell him I clon't like it and
says he won't stop -- that I'm
being "too sensitive.'
Abby. I feel my husband's
blabbing is disloyal. I'm worned that he is ruining our reputation because he can't keep
his mouth shut. Please help. - TOWN CRIER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Your husband may be looking for attention or sympathy. Ile also
appears to lack good judgment
and impulse control, and does
not understand what consequences his "blabbing" might
bnng.
However, I can't muzzle him
and neither can you. lt may

Today In ilistory

Y

nty, and appointed Tom Ridge to
be its chief.
Ten years ago: Five-year-old
Elian Gonzalez was rescued by a
pair of sport fishermen off the
coast of Florida. (Elian was one
of three survivors from a boat
carrying 14 Cubans that had sunk
two days earlier tn the Atlantic
Ocean, his rescue set off an international custody battle between
relatives in Miami and Flian's
father that eventually resulted in
Dian being returned to Cuba.)
Five years ago. Leading Sunni
Muslim politicians in Iraq urged
postponement of the Jim 30. 2005
natiorud elections. (However. the
elections ended up taking place
as seheduledi A man with a knife
broke into a high school dormitory in Ruzhou. China, awing
nine boys as they slept. (Chinese
authonues later executed a 21-yearold man who confessed.)
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Clinical trials provide info
DEAR DR. GOTII: I often read
in my newspaper Of hear on television about
trials for
different diseases 1 even have a
friend who has been asked to participate in one Arc they really
on the level'
DEAR READER: Yes. they
are, as long AS IfIC trials are done
through reputable facilities by
trained personnel Researchers are
always looking for better
ways to treat
and prevent
disease Most
clinical trials
are related to
health
and
follow a predetermined
protocol. Specific guideDr. Gott
lines for participation
By
include
the
Dr. Peter Gott type of disease, gender.
age of a patient, pnor treatment
given and more. Doctors, nurses,
social workers and other healthcare professionals will monitor
people at the beginning, dunng
arid end of each study
There are both positive and
potentially negative side effects
involved. On the positive side,
each participant gets to be actively involved in his or her own
health care. We would be a healthier nation if we all took an active
role in our own health issues.
Professional medical care will be
provided at leading health facilities by top-notch researchers in
the field. Each participant will be
on the cutting edge of new treatments. and will play a role in
helping sufferers of the specific
disorder being studied.
Risks include the possibility
of additional time and attention
being spent following protocol
regarding when and how to take
treatment or medication. Any
expenmental drug might not be
effectisr a. desired and may.

carry senous unwanted side effects
Most research is regulated by
the federal government. and the
safety of all participants IS paramount. Confidentialay is also
extremely important
Before jumping to beC0fIle
member of a test group. a is
importiuu to ask appropnate questions and make an educated decision Will you bc responsible for
any expenses') How long will the
study last? What is us purpose'
Can it trigger a negative reaction. resulting in an exacerbation
of your symptoms? What type of
testing will be performed? If it
involves a medication. what are
the potential side effects? 1 could
go on and on A person can always
drop out of a test study — however. once midung the corrumtment.
it would be more beneficial to
see it to completion, if possible
Clinical atudies are sponsored
by a number of federal agencies.
such aa the National Institutes of
Health. medical organizations.
foundations, pharmaceutical comparues and physicians, Once
researchers complete testing in a
laboratory setting, often followed
with animal studies, expenrnental
ur-atments are moved into clinical trials. Often, one group (about
half) of the participants will be
given an expenmental drug or treatment The other half will be provided a placebo or standard treatment already utilized. No participant group has any knowledge
of which group he or she is 111.
There are four phases involved
in clinical tnals. Phase I is restricted to small groups of 20 to 80
people in order to evaluate proper dosage. safety and side effects.
Phase Ill involves between 100
arid 300 people to evaluate further the trial's safety. Phase III
involves between 1.000 and 3.000
people with the purpose of collecting all information about effecuveness, side effects and safety.
Phase IV advances to additional
Information regarding the benefits, risks and optimal use.

bnng small comfort to remember that these days people are
so preoccupied with their own
problems they are likely to be
less judgmental about your
drama and trauma
DEAR ABBY: I am a single mother finishing my undergraduate degree in English. I
have a 6-year-old son. His
father, "Gil," and I are on
great terms. We kept everything out of the courts, and
he pays me monthly child support. Gil sees our son whenever he likes, which is often.
I have an opportunity to go
to law school 200 miles away.
and I'm considering leaving
my son with his dad to do
so. I have no problem taking
him with me. but AS parents
we thought that uprooting our
son for three years was not a
good idea.
am doing this for my. son.
I come from a poor family,
and I am the first to graduate from college. A liberal arts
degree won't afford me much
in the future. Gil's income is
"fair," but neither of us has
any real secunty.
trust Gil when he gives
me his word on an agreement.
Many of my friends are supportive, but some of the stayat-home morns are making me
feel like a terrible person and
inother. Would
be selfish to
do this or should I continue
with my plans for a better
income and career? -- GNAWING
UNCERTAINTY
IN
WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR UNCERTAIN: Stop
listening to the cnticism and
proceed with ensuring a bnght
future for you and your boy.
As long as you can spend time
with your son during school
breaks and during the summer
months, I see no reason why
you should not get your law
South dealer.
club. This struck gold in his partner's
degree. But there should be a
Neither side vulnerable.
hand, and the defenders quickly ratclear
written
agreement
NORTH
tled otT four club tricks to score a
•A 8 5
between you and Gil that the
oneanck set.
IIP K Q
The declarer at the second table,
arrangement is only temporary,
•1 9 7 6 5 3
niore aware of the danger of a club
and it's important your 'son
49K 2
switch by West, decided to disguise
understand that your absence
WEST
EAST
his spade holding. Alter playing a
•Q 9 7 4 2
is not because he has done
i0 6
low spade nom dummy at trick one.
•96 5
V)8 7 3 2
hi: won Lases ten ith the king!
anything to cause it.
•A
•10 2
This inspired bit of subterfuge
And now, Dear Readers,
418 7 4 3
Q 5
had the desired effect. When West
I am pleased to continue the
• SOUTH
next won the ace of diamonds, he ted
tradition of offering the
•K J 3
enotieer spade, convinced that his
•A 10 4
partner had the jack. Declarer then
Thanksgising Prayer Hutt was
•
K
Q
8
4
added insult to injury by allowing the
penned by my dear mother,
41096
spade return to run to his jack arid
Pauline Phillips. No ThanksThe bidding:
finished with I I tncks •
giving would be complete for
South
West
North
East
We will not belabor the point of
I
•
Pass
3•
Pass
me without it.
whether the second W'est ahoukl have
3 NT
fallen into this trap. Instead. we
Opening lead -- four of spades.
would rather bestow praise on
Oh, Heavenly Father,
Assume you. South, are declarer declarer, whose diner deception
We thank the* tor food
at three notrump. and West leads a greatly enhanced his chances
of
and rememoer tne hungry.
loa spade llow would you proceed? making the contract. the spadc trick
We thank thee for health
When the deal occurred in a he was willing to sacntice at trick
and remember the sick.
ietun-of-four match. the declarer at one WAS MA S
insofar as making
the first table look East's ten of three notrump was concerned. since
We thank thee for freespades
with the jack and played the
dom and remember the
hc had 10 sure tricks ,%iihout it.
king ot diamonds. West won with the
But if West bad the diamoed ace
enslaved.
ace and, fully assare from the play. to and V- R51. tht
throv,mg z hfMay these rernembrarces
the first trick that there was no future tle dust in West's eyes could do
no
stir us to service,
in continuing spades, shifted to a
harm, and might do a lot of good.
That thy gifts to us may
Tomorrow: A shagKy-clog story
be used for others. Amen.

Contract Bridge

Misdirection Play

By The Associated Press
Congress the day before.
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 25.
In 1957. President Dwigia D.
the 329th day of 2009. There are Eisenhower suffered a slight stroke.
36 days left in the year.
In 1963, the body of PfeSI Today•s Highlight in History
dent John F. Kennedy was laid
On Nov. 25. 1783, the Bntish to rest at Arlington National Cemeevacuated New York. their last tery.
military position in the United
In 1973, Greek President
States during the Revolutionary
George Papadopoulos was ousted
War.
in a bloodless military coup.
On this date.
In 1984, William Schroeder of
In 1758, during the French and Jasper, Ind_ became the second
Indian aa'ar. the Bntish captured
man to receive a Jarvik-7 artifiFort Duquesne in present-das. Pitts- eial heart. at Humana Hospital
burgh
Audubon in Kentucky. (He lived
In 1881, Pope John XXIII was 620 days on the device.)
born Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli
In 1986, the Iran-Contra affair
near Bergamo, Italy,
erupted as President Ronald ReaIn 1908. the first issue of The gan and Attorney General Edwin
Christian Science Monitor was pub- Meese revealed that profits from
lished.
secret arms sales to Iran had been
In 1947, movie studio execu- diverted to Nicaraguan rebels.
tives meeting in New York agreed
In 2002, President George W.
to blacklist the "Hollywood Ten" Bush signed legislation creating
who'd been cited for contempt of the Department of Homeland SecuEt
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1 Recedes
5 Pnce
9 CD players
12 Overabundance
13 Melville captain
14 Long sigh
15 Crawford's ex
16 Charmer
18 BMW drivers
20 Sodium, in formulas
21 Wield. as oars
22 Cana! city
26 Potter's device
29 Jan and Feb
30 Fitting
31 Puffin cousins
32 Nearest star
33 Chive relative
34 Motorist no
35 Once possessed
36 Lettuce buys
37 Dryden works
39 Written record
40 That is (Lat.)
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45 Welcome
announcement
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49 Orchestra
member
50 Primeval
51 Jacques' pals
52 Freeway
access
53 -- -andbreakfast
54 Sapporo sport
55 "Da'' opposite
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1 Like waffles
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23 Sudden
thought
24 Fed a line
25 Cartoon
shrieks
26 Merchandise
27 Flimsy
shelters
28 Really skimps
29 Beauty !lank
32 Airline to
Stockholm
33 Breed of
chicken
35 Carrion
feeders
36 This, in Latin
38 Come to the
rescue
39 Roden, prop
41 Take a dip
42 Online auction
site
43 Weighty book
44 Equinox mo.
45 Sailor
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48 Grounded bird
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WOMEN'S CENTER

Photo provided
Dr Ellen Burnett (leftl and Dr. Dawn Deeter of Murray
Woman's Clinic answered women's health questions for
more than an hour last Thursday at Murray State's Mason
Hall Auditorium. It was the second of two such meetings tnis
semester. The candid information sessions are sponsored by
the MSU Women's Center A third program is schedule for
the spring

Women's health discussed
one-on-one at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Murray. Woman's Clinic
physicians Dawn Deeter and
Ellen Bumett gave straightforward answers to a vanety of
questions from MSU women
students at Murray State's
Mason Hall.
In the second of two such
recent meetings hosted by the
MSU Women's Center the two
physicians discussed everything
from the hereditary likelihood
of breast cancer and diabetes to
the reality of the television
show. "I Didn't Know I was
Pregnant." The students in
anendance wrote questions in
advance. but also took the
opportunity to ask spontaneous
questions
throughout
the
evening.
In answer to the question
about whether a woman might
not be aware of pregnancy, Dr.
Burnett was skeptical. "It's possible." she said, "but there are
obvious and often undeniable
signs. It's possible that someone
might be in a state of denial."

Issues of nutrition were raised
frequently. A question about the
number of calories one should
consume each day was followed
by a concem about the current
weight loss fad of ingesting a
tapeworm. Other weight loss
strategies, such as smoking or
metabolism-altenng drugs were
also a concem.
"I thought it was a great session," said Louisville senior
Dolly Wisman. "The doctor,
were very open and frank, anti
there were some questions I had
never considered before."
"Woman's health issues do not
begin and end with childbirth.said Dr. Deeter. "As women
take more important roles in the
professions, in politics and in
the workplace, they must also
take more responsibility for
every aspect of their health and
According to Women's Center
director Jane Ethridge a third
Women's Health symposium is
planned for die spring semester
at MSU.

Nturrik! Ledger & Times

Health reform: Is tax on `Cadillac' plans fair?
Ily CARLA IL JOHNSON
AP Medical Writer
Schoolteacher Kinzi Blair
makes only S46,000 a year. but
she has %%hat many would consider a "Cadillac" health plan. nov%
targeted (Or a big tax increase by
health reformers.
She has SIO copays and no
deductible. She gets generic prescnption drugs for $10. Her plan
covers mental health counseling.
organ transplants. acupuncture. It
covers speech therapy for
preschoolers and in vitro fertilization.
Sound pretty good?
•
It surely must to millions of
Americans who pay high
deductibles. hundretis of dollars
tor prescription drugs or who
have no insurance at all. Blair's
circumstance illustrates the debate
over taxes and fairness when it
comes to health reform.
"For me, it's security." Blair
says. "I'm thankful I'm in a job
where there is health insurance."
Taxing plans like hers is unfair,
says Blair, a kindergarten teacher

•••
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means no cutting comers
what's needed for a corner.
Schwartz said.
"If you're doing a turn, then
the people on the inside of the
turn have to walk slower than
the people on the outside of the
turn," he said. "It has to be very
well-coordinated."
The handlers also have to
know when to start their turning
motion and how wide a tum to
take, he said, likening it to try ing to tum a car into a narrow
parking space. If the driver
tums too sharply or too widely.
the car won't fit into the space
properly.
Wind could also be an issue.
Schwartz said, with changes in
the direction of the route meaning changes in how the wind
hits the balloons and what handlers have to do to compensate.
"The tension on the ropes will
be changing, and people have to
adjust for that in real time," he
said.
The effect of the wind on the
balloons is something that
Macy's is mindful of, and city
guidelines are in place to
ground the balloons if the winds
are too high.
The protocols were established after 45-mph winds
drove a Cat in the Hat balloon
into a metal pole during the
1997 parade and left a woman
in a coma for almost a month
before she recovered. The balloons were lowered to a maximum of 17 feet on a stormy
Thanksgiving Day 2006.
A route with corners in it is
not for the faint of heart, said
Judith Matt, president of a
Massachusetts nonprofit called
Spirit of Springfield, which
holds a big balloon parade the
weekend after Thanksgiving.
"All they have to do is havc
some wind when you go around
one of those corners," she said.
The
Springfield
parade
changed its route more than a
decade ago to one that is almost
perfectly straight to avoid issues
like hills, turns or trees.

health plans would discourage
unnecessary health spending and
pay for reform out of the health
care system itself.
Blair's health plan would he
taxed under the Cadillac tax proposal. Here's how her plan stacks
up with an average one:
Blair's annual premium (paid
entirely by her employerr
$11.(X10.
Average U.S. premium for
employer-sponsored individual
plans (usually split between worker and employer): S4.824.
Blair's annual deductible: SO.
Average U.S. deductible for
HMO plans: S699.
Blair's office visit copay: $10.
Average U.S. copay: $20.
Tbe number% cited above for
employer-sponsored plans don't
reflect people who buy their own
health insurance. They usually
buy plans with high deductibles.
around $2,000. and low monthly
premiums — that's the only way
many people whose employers
don't provide health benefits can
afford insurance at all.

GILLIAM THOMPSON FURNITURE

New Macy's Parade route
By DEEPT1 HAJELA
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— It won't
be just the balloons. marching
bands and floats on display in
the
annual
Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade. The
laws of physics will also be on
parade.
For the first time in its more
than 80-year history, the parade
route is bypassing Broadway,
which cuts a diagonal slice
through Manhattan, as it makes
its way south from the Upper
West Side to the finish at
Macy's flagship store in Herald
Square.
Instead. panicipants will use a
new route — one that traverses
the grid of the city's streets and
avenues, includes turns around
five corners, and is slightly
longer than in previous years.
The demands of the new route
will challenge the marching
bands and handlers of the
parade's signature balloons, for
whom precision is key. said
Brian Schwartz, physics professor at the Graduate Center of
the City University of New
York.
-There really is a lot of science" to it. he said.
"If they're taking a new route,
they're going to have to be really' careful in the turning of the
corners," he said.
The new 2.65-mile route
came about because parts of
Broadway have been closed to
vehicular traffic. making it off
limits to floats this year.
Macy's giant balloons. featuring Buzz Lightyear. SpiderMan, and Ronald McDonald
this year, among others, measure several stories tall and wide
and are tilled with thousands of
cubic feet of helium. Each balloon is tethered to several
human handlers — the number
depends on the size and shape
of the balloon — who are
responsible for guiding it down
the route on foot.
The physics involved with
moving a balloon down a
straight path are different from

an San Jose. Calif. Like 57 percent taxes, Amencans are hard to conof Amencans surveyed in a recent vince.
Associated Press poll. she favors
The Senate Democrats' bill,
a new income tax on wealthy unveiled last week. would impose
Americans. which the House a 40 percent tax on insurance prewould impose in its bill to pay for miums above S8,500 for an indiexpanding insurance coverage to vidual and $23,(100 for a family.
millions.
Those thresholds represent the
But the Senate takes a different total paid by both employer and
appniach. including an unprece- employee.
dented tax on the health insurance
Blair's premiums cost $11,1XX)
of people like Blair. The Senate so her insurance company would
plan would also increase the be taxed 40 percent Of the premiMedicare payroll tax for high- um that exceeds $8.500
a total
income Americans and tax elec- tax of SL000.
tive cosmetic surgery.
The Senate bill also would
The tax on high-dollar health increase the Medicare payroll tax
plans would hit only a few very to 1.95 percent on income over
wealthy Americans and many S200,0(X) a year for individuals
more in the middle class, experts and $250,(XX) for couples.
agree. But it also might bnng
Most Americans don't know
down health care 1.•osts by dis- whether the tax on health plan
couraging companies from offer- premiums would hit them or
not.
ing coverage with so many bene- says John Desser. a health
policy
fits.
adviser to John McCain dunng his
Whatever method is chosen to presidential campaigns who now
pay for health reform. Congress coordinates public policy
for
and President Barack Obama eHealth Inc.. an online marketer
must persuade Americans about of health insurance.
its fairness. When it comes ro
The idea is that taxing high-cost
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THE LADY. LAKERS'ARE •
REGION TITLE C()NTENDERs,
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MALLORY
JICKETT
Don't be surprised if
you get a roll of the
eye from Mallory Luckett if vou try to tell her
she Icioks like Juno.
OK. so the Louisville
native does have some
similarities to Ellen Page
and that's fine, Luckett
has heard it before.
The senior guard for
this year's Murray State
University women's basketball team would go
to Alaska and back if
it meant another regular season conference
championship title and
another berth in the
NCAA Tournament.
One of three seniors
on this year's. team,
Luckett play§ with passion and poise running
the point for the Racers and has a smile from
ear-to-ear off the court.
After the season,
Lucky hopes to find a
career io organizationol
communication, that is
if her basketball career
should come to an end.
In the meantime,
Luckett's goal remaing
as clear as the Pacific
Ocean and that's hanging anotner banner .in
the Regional Special
Events Center.

would drop everything to hang out
with?

L&T: if you were
elected
President,
would would be your
vice president?

ML: Lupe Fiasco
and Ellen

Luckett

L&T: What's the
worst movie you
ever saw?

ML: Juno
Page). Only
Mallory Luckett: Para- sense right'
norni,11 \,11\ it \

ML: Man in the Mit
ror

L&T: What's the
best thing on your
iPod?
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when he sufferer
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she averaged 5 E
average of 15 5 r
Men

L&T: Who would
play yoy in a
movie?

Page

L&T: What's your
favorite Michael
Jackson song?

ML

(Ellen
makes

L&T: Who is the
best shooter you
know?
ML: Ka\ 1.1

L&T: Who do you
see yourself most
in on the team
right now?

ML: A little bit ot
ML: The new Colbie e‘erybod
Calltat CD

L&T: What's the
website you check
most frequently?
ML: Facebook

L&T: What's the
one thing you are
addicted to?
PAL: ( otte

L&T: Who is the
one celebrity you

DANE!

L&T: Who is the
one person you
are dying to have
dinner with?
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Terry & Karen Isaacs - Owners

L&T: Who is the
most underrated
player on the
team?

GOOD LUCK
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Guard • Jr. • 6-2, 205
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ISAIAH CANAAN
Guard • Fr. • 6-0, 175
Biloxi, Miss.

1.

RACER ROSTER
No Nmer
Isacc Mies

0

MININIMEMEM

SCHEDULE
DATE
11.5

it -9
11-14

OPPONENT

TIME
7 pm

BETHEL (Exhito
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic
at Calitomia
MISSOURI-ST LOUIS

10 p m
7pm
Coaches vs. Cancef Classic ist miami. Fla)
it
James Ma OISCin
3p m
11-22
North Carolina Central
7pm
11-23
Florida International
6pm

DONTE POOLE
Guard • So. • 6-3, 185
Las Vegas, Nev.

-2,3

Poole Paned the SIMSOn KIM a pmn to redshro
DO Mat alt changed when Jewutin Long went dawr
for the season with s tom ACL at Morehead Slate
But es tale would have it Pods s season ended
when Ns suffered • brat. collar bone in • Nome
garne against Tennessee Teal Despite that
he
sMI averoged 5 8 pants per Cane
end Plated 4r1
average of 15 5 minutes per game Those mmutes
tncrease MS year

11.28
12-3
12-5
12.12
12-15
12-19
12-22
12.30
1-4
1-7
1.9
1-11
1-14

JEFFERY McCLAIN
Forward • Jr. • 6-6, '230
Hickman, Ky.

1.16
1-21
1.23
1-27

McClain s presence in Me paint was tett Last
season when he was secono on Me learn In
oflensive rebounds with 73 and a rowed 5 3 per
game tertich was good enough Poe Mad on the
learn But where McClain rea/ty made oasts
was at the tree throw line where he nit 73 percent
of his shots and broke a sngle-garne record that
stood since 1966 when ne made 14-n1 14
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s
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2-4
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AUSTIN PEAY•
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7p M

ESPNU BRACKET BUSTER TBA
at MoretteaO Slate"

P m
at Eastern Kentucky"'
6p m
Onto Valley Conference Tournament
3-2
OVC Tourn Ouarterfina,s
TBA
3-5
OVC Tourn Semifinals.
TBA
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DANERO THOMAS
Forward •
Sr. • 6-4, 190
New Orleans, La.
Thomas encled Ns iontor season closing in on
beconung the 35M member of Me MSU 1 000
Pant Club He led the Racers in scoring Iasi sea
son with 12 5 points per game and added 4
rebounds per game Thomas tans fellow Racers
Ivan Aska and [sex Miles on the Ohio Vale,
Conlerence Preseason Team ete was an AllOVC Second Team Selection last season

TONY EASLEY
Center • Sr. • 6-9, 200
Auburn, Ala.
Easley was the learn leader a year ago yr.'9
oftensive rebounds and averaged 5 4 boards a
game good enough tor second on the team He
enters his sena, year we: six double-aqua
rebamding games and has awl Murray State .n
rebounding 21 times in his career Lint season
he was second
.
the team wet 18 blocks and
naS 64 al his Calflef ro date

B.I. JENKINS
Guard • Jr. • 6-0, 205
Virginia Beach, Va.
Tne 1ransfer horn LrOerty University has been
a transfer of power
J
an experenced pa:
et Mal nes Ina aPlity to play Mr0 posrtans and
he s an excellent shooter He nas devetoped into
a great bade, tor our team' need coach BrIN
Kennate sad Jenkins has atteacte touno Nmsen
putting in about 22 5 mtnutes a game in Me early
gang and averaging about 11 points per game

IVAN ASKA
Forward • So. • 6-7, 230
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
The Beast from the East was named ON°
VaMey Conference Freshman of the Year last
season Aska was third on Me learn .n scoring
wen 10 3 pants but has already OCIrcosed tNI1
mark tn the !tatty gang leeding MSll with 18 5
pants per game &sea Old nom.
, lead me
Racers wrth 5 8 rebounds Per game end Po.
Isaac Maas and Danero Thomas on the OVC
Preseason Team

5
MICHAEL DANN .!

GAMES TO
WATCH
Saturday, Dec. 5 INSEC1
"taste the truest test lo hoe good or bed
Racets we Pe thts few cornes rust
trier paw ig ore OVC game Following a
gamte voth EKU Me Eaves est season s

_eage, & 1Thles

Danero Thomas is the only returning Racer to
make this year's Pr00000on Ail-Ohio Vals Basketball Team. As a sophomore last season.
the New Orleans.
La., native averaged 12.3 points per game. along
with 4.9 rebounds a game and ehot
44.9 percent from th• field. Other notable returnees
are Kevin Thomas. Tyler Holloway
and
Easley.
ley

Conference men

OVC 'Tournament Cnarorns o3ons
the RSEC and well etely give MSU a
meaSonno slick or *Mere ems, stand

Tony

RACERS GO FOR 2iST OVC CROWN
If you're a fan of cards. 21 is a good
number for those whose game of choice
is Blackjack.
If you're a fan of Racer basketball, surprisingly, 21 is just as good.
With a stacked deck, it's a good bet
that the Racers could be hoisting the Ohio
Valley Conference title for the 2Ist time
in school history.
One of the problems that plagued the
Racers in 2008-09 was a consistent effort
on the offensive end. At least in some
games.
That's why head coach Billy Kennedy
is preaching consistency this ye,ar and putting his hopes in a nearly fully intact roster. complete with a retuming top scorer.
Freshman of the Year in the Ohio Valley
Conference and an OVC First Team member as well.
Danem Thomas retums after averaging
12.5 points per game la_st season and the
6-foot--1 senior is closing in on becoming
the 35th member of the MSU 1,000-point
club and will start the 2009-10 season
with 912.
He had a season-high 30 points Feb. 7

at Austin Peay, becoming the first Racer
to score 30 in a game since Shawn Witherspoon in 2005.
lsacc Miles had a breakout first sea.son
with the Racers and was second Oil the
squad with 10.6 points per game and he
tied for the team lead in assists with 119.
Miles had the first triple-double in known
MSU history against UT Ku-tin when he
scored 13 points, grabbed I() rebounds.
and dished out 11 assists. He ended the
season with a streak of seven straight
games of double-figure scoring and averaged 15.7 points per game. He scored in
double figures 16 times in the season and
led the team in scoring nine times.
Ivan Aska had an outstanding freshman
season that led to him being named the
OVC's Freshman of the Year. He was third
on the team in scoring with 10.3 points
per game and first in rebounding with 5.8
per game. Aska had 16 games of doublefigure scoring in his first season and two
games of double-figure rebounding. including 11 against UT Martin in the same
game when he scored his season-high of
23 points.
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Backcourt experience fuels Laker reloading

A

SIMMONS, LILLY, THOMPSON HOPE TO LIGHT UP SCOREBOARD FROM THREE

'

Ily TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
n
matter of one oftseason, Calloway
:;
County has gone from
one of the biggest
teams in the First
Region to one of the
::smallest.
: The Laken relied on an
ability to outrebound many of
their opponents during a 200809 year in which they won
the 4th District and advanced
to the First Region semifinals.
But Calloway loses three
players who stood 6-foot-3 or
taller and will be more perimeter-oriented this season behind
a crop of returning talent in
the backcourt.
The Lakers will likely start
what more or less amounts to
a four-guard lineup and thirdyear coach Bruce Lane expects
his squad will make its living
from beyond the three-point
arc.
"We will take a lot more
three-point shots this year,"
Lane said. "We're going to
look for the three a lot even
in transition. We've got three
or four guys who have the
green light pretty well at all
times."
The Lakers graduated five
seniors and lost Tyrrell Willis,
who won't play this season
after signing to play college
football at Louisville next season.
But there is talent returning, especially in the form of
6-foot-2junior Brock Simmons.
who was Calloway secondleading scorer last season, pouring in 11.6 points per game.
Simmons is one of the more
experienced juniors in the

I

M
BY

R

Jones

region having started every
game as a sophomore and
played extensively as a freshman.
His role may change a bit
this season, however.
He'll be relied on not only
for outside shooting — he connected on 38 percent of his

Photography
The 2009-10 Calloway County High School Lakers
three-pointers as a sophomore and try to get him to the foul
zz We will take a lot rnore three-point shots
— but also to create points line because he shoots 80 perdriving to the basket and even cent.
In•this year, even in transition. We've got three
posting up against smaller
"We'll run our offense or four guys who have the green
light
teams.
through him a lot."
"He's going to have to play
Joining Simmons in the back- pretty well at all times.
inside some," Lane said. "We'll court will be flashy junior
— Bruce Lane
try to isolate him in the post Shawn Thompson

I,

against some smaller guards

and senior
See LAKERS,7C

Calloway County head coach on his team's shift toward a reliance
on an experiened returning backcourt
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SIVILLS WANTS `BREAKOUT' SEASON FROM STAR FORWARD, DIVISION i PROSPECT

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
cott Sivills hasn't
minced his words this
preseason.
If his Calloway
County team is going
; to make good on preseason pre:: dictions of a First Region title,
he needs a breakout season
from star forward and Division I prospect Averee Fields.
:: It isn't that strange a con::cept.
:: After all, the Lady Lakers
did lose six-year mainstay
:,•! Kayla Cunningham, who is
now playing college basketball at Murray State.
But Fields' already eyecatching numbers — 17.6
points and 8.9 rebounds per
game as a sophomore last season — appear to leave little
room for breakout.
Sivills believes otherwise.
"Everybody has seen the
type of God-given ability she's
got, but I think this will be
the year we'll see her step
out and blossom offensively
and be the dominant player paced transition game just as
she was during much of the
that she is," he said.
Indeed, for the first time 2008-09 year.
"We want to see her take
in her high school career.
Fields will be asked to be the more of an assertive effort to
go score," Sivills says. "She's
go-to-girl.
Once the youngest and least an incredibly unselfish play relied upon of Calloway's er. but the past two years.
threesome of six-footers, Fields I've seen her leave six to ten
is the only one of the Big points per game out on the
floor because she's trying to
Three left.
She still led Calloway in involve everyone around her.
"I think she understands
nearly every statistical category last season, however, that it's time to really show
averaging three assists and people who she is and I think
three steals per game in addi- we•Il see that this year."
As talented as Fields is,
tion to her scoring and
she'll need some help from
rebounding numbers.
Sivills has spent lots of her supporting cast, a group
time lately answering phone that endured some growing
calls from big-name colleges pains during a 2008-09 seaintrigued by her surpreme ath- son that was the first varsity
leticism and suffocating play year for what is now a strong
sophomore class.
on defense.
Sophomore Al yssa CunningHe's asked his star to be
more selfish on the offensive ham will be asked to fill her
end this season, however, and sister's role in the post, but
Fields will usually be the ball- she will be a more traditionhandler in Calloway's fast- al center than versatile Kayla

The 2009-10 Calloway County High School Lady Lakers

6

Everybody has seen the type of Godgiven ability she's got, but I think this year
we'll see her step out and blossom offensively and be the dominant player
that she is.

77

— SCOtt Sivills
Lady Laker head coach on star forward Ayeree Fields
Cunningham.
court is deep, but still young.
Sivills is asking for douSophomores Taylor Futrell
ble-double-like performances and Lauren Benson will likefrom Alyssa Cunningham to ly rotate between point guard
help take some of the load and two-guard while threeoff Fields' shoulders down point threat Karlee Wilson will
low.
also start and be relied upon
"She's a more physical pres- for scoring after averaging five
ence in the middle than Kayla points per game last season.
was," Sivills said. "She's a
She provided the Lady Lakrugged typical inside player ers with an outside shooting
and I think her game will threat when the offense stnigevolve as she gets more in gled last season and must hit
shape."
shots in order to keep defensWith the two fonvard spots es from packing the inside.
in his lineup set, Sivills' back"Karlee showed signs of

being a big scorer for us in
big games last year," Sivills
said of Wilson. who scored
10 points and grabbed a teamhigh four steals in a big region
touniament victory over Ballard Memorial last March.
"She stepped up offensively this summer and she's someone we•re going to have to
rely on."
Staunch defender Shauna
Wicker as well as Emily Chrisman and Abby Futrell will all
sec plenty of time at the guard
positions as well.
The always fast-paced Lady
Laken will not shy away from
running the floor this season.
In fact. Sivills has placed an
even greater emphasis on the
transition game in fall practices.
"We really want to push it
even more this year than we
have in years past," he said.
"We want to play uptempo
from start to finish and our
goal is to lead the region in

Jones Photography
assists and scoring.
"I know we're going to
have some quick shots early.
but that's what 1 want to do
— play loose and play up
and down."
Calloway has been pegged
by many as the early favorite
out of a five-team upper echelon in the First Region.
It's a ranking that might
have turned some heads after
the Lady Lakers were bounced
in the region semifinals by a
surprise Paducah Tilghman
squad last season.
But Sivills is willing to
embrace the pressure that
comes along with being No.
"It's something we expect
here now," he said. "I think
now we believe we can win
a regional championship each
and every year. I think having the presence that Averee
Fields gives us has led a lot
of people to tab us as the
team to beat."
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Are Lady Tigers contenders or pretenders?
MURRAY COULD CHALLENGE FOR REGION TITLE, BUT LADY TIGERS STILL SEEKI
NG BIG WIN

13y TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
echelle Turner
knows her Murray
squad has done
nothing to warrant
the high preseason
.
rankings that have been corn:ing her team's way this fall.
But the veteran coach, whc
:enters her 14th year on thc
sidelines at Tiger Gymnasium.
will take them anyway.
: Picked to finish as high as
:second in a wide-open First
Region by some preseason pub
• lications. the future has come
awfully quickly for Tumer and
the Lady Tigers.
Murray's improvement over
the course of the 2008 season
was best measured by performances against district rival Marshall County.
Murray took the Lady Marshals to overtime in Draffenville
in February after losing by 25
to the same team in December.
But the Lady Tigers are still
yet to win a "big game." By
that, Turner means a First
Region All 'A' title game or a
district win over Marshall or
. crosstown rival Calloway County.
They'll get their first chance
on Dec. 17 when a Marshall
squad depleted by graduation
visits Tiger Gym, and it's a
date Tumer already has circled
on her calendar.
"I think that game could
propel us into an outstanding
season or possibly set us back
mentally," she said. "Going into
this year, it's basically time for
us to prove ourselves.
"We've been doing a lot of
talking about where we would
be when these kids finally grew

R
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The 2009-10 Murray High School Lady Tigers
up and it's time to back that
up with our play on the coun."
Though still young gradewise. the Lady Tigers are a
seasoned team in the experience department.
The midseason transfer of
eighth-grade point guard Janssen
Starks sparked Murray last year
and she returns to run Turner's team as a freshman.
Nortnally, Tumer says she
would balk at starting a freshman point guard, but Starks
proved her mettle last season
by leading Murray to a berth
in the First Region All 'A'
championship game with a 20point explosion against Community Christian in the semifinals.
She later scored 30 in a

L L It's exciting to know we're back in the mix.
The expectations are extremely high ... But
until we win that big garne, I think
there's still going to be a lot of doubt.

9,

— Rechelle Turner
Lady Tiger head coach on her team's status as a region title
contender
near-upset at Marshall.
because she is running the point.
Despite her ability to pour
-She's played in big games.
in points, Turner is most excit- She's not your typical freshed about Starks' athleticism and man as far as mentally knowintangible point guard instincts. ing the game and physically
"I expect 10 to 15 points being able to play the game."
per game from Janssen, but I
The combination of Starks
expect her to have a hand in and offensive juggemaut Haley
20 or 30 more," Tumer said. Arrnstrong at the one and two
"You're going to see other play- positions gives Murray what
ers on the team look better and should be one of the most talbecome
more
productive ented backcourts in the region.

Armstrong, a sophomore,
already has 1,000 points to her
name in three years playing
varsity for the Lady Tigers.
She was Murray's leading scorer last season, averaging 13.7
points per game.
As if those numbers weren't
impressive enough. Tumer
believes her shooting guard is
about to up the ante. saying
she's poised for a breakout season.
As one of five upper echelon squads in what appears to
be an open First Region race,
the Lady Tigers have designs
on competing for a region title
for the first time since 2002.
The Lady Tigers haven't won
the region since Turner's first
season in 199'7.

Rockhouse Creek Photogriphy
"It's exciting to know we're
back in the mix, finally," Tomer said. "The expectations are
extremely high, but I think once
these kids mentally match their
physical ability. we could be a
very tough team.
"But until we win that big
game, I think there's still going
to be a lot of doubt."
Turner expects her team to
run about nine-deep with a
starting lineup that harbors a
few interchangeable parts.
Starks. Armstrong and sophomore post player Shelby
Crouch are likely locks at starting positions. Senior guards and
team leaders Emily Benson arid
Sarah Crouch should also
receive starts. a look that would
See LADY TIGERS, -7C

Losses heavy, but Tigers will lean on quicluiess
EXPERIENCE IN BACKCOURT, SIZE UP FRONT COULD MAKE MURRAY BALANCED TEAM

By TOMMY DIU.ARD
Sports Wnter
hen Ron
Greene reflects
on his team's
injury-marred
2008-09 season.
he feels some
mixed emotion.
His Murray team appeared
primed to challenge for a region
title early but fell on hard times
down the stretch and bowed
out in the district tournament.
The second-year coach huns
for his five senior starters for
.whom
the disappointment
served as their final memory
of high school basketball.
But to see the positives coming out of last season, Greene
has only to look at his returning roster.
Rising seniors larvae Langford and Jordan Benton and
junior Mane Foster all started
at points last season and experienced floor time they wouldn't have seen if not for injuries
to the team's upperclassmen.
Greene is banking on that
experience proving invaluablc
as the Tigers attempt to rebuild
after losing their top four scor
ers.
Murray will be most experienced in the backcourt, where
Benton will play point guard
and Foster will likely start in
the two spot.
Both saw significant time
last season. but neither put up
big offensive stets.
"If I was going to start
someplace, I'd like to have some
experience in the backcourt,"
Greene said. "I think we can
get our scoring hopefully off
our defense with our quickness and ability to defend."
In addition to their defense.
the Tigers will also likely look
to Langford for points.
Also a star wide receiver
on Murray's football team.
Langford was the only returning Tiger to show consistent
offensive firepower last season. averaging 7.1 points per
game.
liF also saw ingre tune tharl

The 2009-10 Murray High School Tigers
any other retumee.
Langford stands out because
of his speed and athleticism.
qualities that may be the biggest
strength of this new version of
the Tigers, which is heavily
inundated
football
with
crossovers.
With the football team playing deep into November, the
downside is that Greene has
been heavily shorthanded in
practice.
Only four of Murray's 10 varsity players are non-football
athletes and the Tigers have
had to pull from the freshman
ranks to have competitive practices.
The Tigers kejjoan 4aying

If I was going to start someplace, I'd like to
II have same experience in the backcourt. I
think we can get our scoring hopefully off
our defense with our quickness and ability 7
to defend.

.
7

— Ron Greene
Murray head coach

WI

his team's rebuilding effort after losing its
top four scorers

catch-up with a full ro.tct on
Monday. hut Greene knows .uccess will take time.
"We really have the starting lineup pretty open," he
said. "It looks like we'll only
have thcm eight to ten days
before we start playing games.

"It will he interesting to see
what kind of start we get off
to, but after January. I think
we'll really start to see what
we're capable of. I don't want
to have to wait on that, but
we have to be realistic."
Fortunately for the Tigers,

Rockhouse Camok Photography

every team in the 4th District really worried about where
suffered heavy graduation loss- we're picked."
es, making for what appears
Murray should match up well
to be a wide-open district race. with any squad in the region
Most observers have given as far as size on the inside.
Marshall County the preseason
Six-foot-six senior Mark
nod with Mun-ay and Calloway Stubblefield and six-foot-five
County once again battling for senior Seth Parker-Bell give
a berth in the region tourna- the Tigers plenty of bulk in
ment.
the post. but inexperience will
The distnct may take on a be a concem early.
reduced role within the greater
Stubblefield saw some time
region as Graves County and off the bench last season and
Paducah Tilghman are the early Parker-Bell played sparingly.
favontes to meet in March with but both will draw heavily on
a Sweet Sixteen berth on the junior varsity expenence.
line.
Senior Devon Smith should
"Some people say we're provide minutes in the post oft
around fifth in the region," the bench and newcomer
Greene says, "but I've never
•See TIGERS,7C
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SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at Aiahama AaM
at Memphis
MID-CONTINENT
EVANSVILLE
at Georgia St Tournament
EASTERN KENTUCKY'
MOREHEAD ST •
at Mtssoun
at Missoun St
at Southern Illinois
at IUPUI
at Marshall
UT MARTIN'

DATE
11-13
11-15
11-18
11-21
11.27-28
12-3
12-5
12-13
12.16
12-19
12-21
12-29
1-4
1-7
1-9
1-14
1-16
1-21
1-23
1-30
2-4
2-6
2-11
2-13
2-113
2-20
2-25
2-27
3-2
3-5
3-6
•-0vC Game
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5 15 p m
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TBA
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TBA
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3p m
TBA
TBA
TEA
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Rob Cross guided the Racers to a 23-9 overall record and a 16-2 mark
in Ohio Valley Conference play last season. The Racers return seven
players and after advancing to the WNIT's second round last season,
Cross anc1 the Racers look to get back to the Big Dance.
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RACERS GO FOR 'THIRD STRAIGHT REGULAR SEASON
CROWN AFTER BEING PICKED 6TH IN PRESEASON
Take a look at the five games
to watch this season and one thing
is glaring. Every team ranked one
through five in the Ohio Valley
Conference Preseason poll.
Murray State which won the regular season outright before being
ousted by Austin Peay in the OVC
Tournaments did lose two-time Player of the Year in Ashley Hayes and
the sharp-shooting guards of Amber
and Paige Guffey.
So obviously the
rebuilding
process must start for Rob Cross.
Wrong. Cross has just reloaded
with a super class of sophomores,
sprinkle in some fabulous freshmen
and add in the experience of seniors Mallory Luckett, Kayla Vance
and lasmyne Thornton and the Racers now have purpose.
Murray State doesn't appear to
be a team licking its votinds from

Good Luck
Teams!

last season as they have already
bolted out to a 3-0 record to the
season.
Contributions have come in nearly. every phase. whether it be from
Luckett, who recorded her first
career double-double at Memphis or
whether it be Robinson, who had a
career-high 18 at Alabama A&M
and another I I at Memphis, which
earned the Beaver Dam native OVC
Freshman of the Week on Nov. lb.
The pieces seem to be in place
for Cross and company to make
another run at not only a regularseason crown, which would be their
third in as many years, or a return
trip to the championship title game.
And maybe, for the first time,
the Racers can play the role of hunter
instead of hunted. which is just fine
for Cross.
--Michael Dann

JESSICA HOLDER
Forwad • Fr. • 6-1
Benton, Ky.

"

One of twO local standouts on the team
Holder jans Calloway County AN Star Kayla
Cunningham born nearby Marshall County
where Holder was a standout for an folly years
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Frorn Page 4C
point guard Austin Lilly. both
of whom have accumulated
plenty of varsity experience
over the past two seasons
All three are accomplished
three-point shooters. connecting on at least 35 percent ot
their shot% from behind the arc
last season.
Lilly will he the starting court
general for the first time atter
spending his junior year coming off the bench in relief of
Chris Dobbins.
He will be relied upon to
score in addition to running
the offense. something Lane
says will take pressure off the
rest of the team.
Thompson is Calloway's second-leading returning scorer
after averaging 6.4 points per
game last season.
Lane says "Thompson is one
of the most consistent players
on his roster and has also taken
on a leadership role after the
graduation of the teaMs emotional core.
"He's kind of like George
Gamer in that you can pretty
well hook what he's going to
do each night... Lane said. "But
he's going to have to do even
more this year and he's going
to have to hit the hoards also.It isn't just Thompson the
Lakers will be relying on for

rehounding
it•s going to
need to he. an across-thr-board
effort lor a lt:41T1 that has just
one true post player on its roster.
Sensor
center
Josh
Humphreys will start down low.
for Calloway after a junior season in which he saw action in
just nine games
At 6-4. he's the tallest
returnee on Lane's roster and
he.% going to he the Laker..
X-factor this season.
"He's going to have to really crash the hoards (Of us,Lane said. -We•re going to
need seven or eight rebounds
a game. which he can do. and
some stickbacks.
"Staying out of foul trouble is going to he key for him.
He kind of bang,around in there
and picks up fouls hc doesn't
need to pick up. He's going
to need to be a big factor for
us against bigger teams.Senior Justin Hill. who will
stall at the other forward slot.
could he considered a guard
and will be relied upon for
ballhandling as well as rebounding.
One concern for Calloway
is depth. Aside from the starting five. the Lakers field a
roster practically void of any
sarsity. experience.
Lane would like to go eight-

-7(

•Tigers
deep off his bench but said he
need+ A couple of players to
step up in order to make that
realistic
Junior+ Blake Manes, and
Jeremy. Pruitt set% limited time
in blowouts last year and sophomore Garrett Schwettman will
play his first varsity season.
Lane will rely chiefly upon
those three players to relieve
his starters ds the season gets
underway.
"Last year we could play nine
to ten people and not lose it
whole lot,- Lane said. -This
year. we're going to have to
stay. out of foul trouble. It's
hard to play for 12 minutes
even when you aren't in foul
trouble. so we're going to have
to have some key contributions off the bench.The Laker% will likely be
entrenched in yet another threeway battle for the 4th District's two region tournament
berths with Marshall County
anti Murray.
All three squads lost talented senior classes and will be
looking to reload.
"It seems like these three
teams follow a pattern every
year.- Lane said. "'There's never
really a clear favorite and it s
always a battle...

LOWE
So. • 6-1
e, Ky.

From Page 4C
Midiari Mangold can play
inside or outside.
Benosn. Foster, Langford and
Stubblefield appear penciled in
A% starters and Greene will likely use the fifth spot to tailor
his lineup for the opposition
Parker-Bell gives Murray the
option to go big or the Tigers
can field more perimeter-onented lineup by calling on
guards Demoree Fields and
Kendall Deese

'We +an play small pretty
well I think and we can go
bigger it we need to," Greene
said "It will depend on whether
we feel like hallhandling or
rebounding is the most impt.srtant thing I think we can be
pretty versatile
Greene. once an ACCOMplished college coach who made
stops at Mississippi State and
Murray State. among others,
says the most important thing
about this year's Tigers is that

they've bought into a system
"I was pleasantly surprised
with what I saw this summer.he said -The fact that they're
coming back into our system
makes a significant difference
"I believe we have good
quickness and I think we should
be able to defend pretty gtxxl
It's tough to teach quickness
and that's what you've seen with
our football team this year and
I think it will carry over into
basketball.-

chester figures to also start in
spots and come off the bench
to provide a deknsise spark
The Lady Tigers will also rely
on senior Erin Sanders for
defense off the bench
Turner is high on the potential of junior center and England natise Sian House At 6foot-2. House gives Murray
height that the program has
been missing over the past several seasons.
"She's come a long way
since joining us last season and
I think she's going to be a

huge factor... Turner said. "She.,
not only tall, but she's become
more athletic and moves really well."
Junior Lauren Dieleman will
play the role of three-point threat
off the bench and Turner plans
to utilize her to spread defenses out.
"Finally we have nine or
ten kids who can go against
each other in practice and it's
made practice very competitive." Turner said. "It's going
to make us a lot better when
it comes game time.-

in Lady Tigers
From Page 4C
give the Lady Tigers four guards
on the floor.
Shelby Crouch could he the
X-factor for Murray's season.
She averaged 9.4 points and
seven rebound% per game but
Turner often spoke of her need
to become stronger and develop a finishing touch.
-She's so capable of doing
so many things.- Turner said.
"We need a double-double from
her every night. She's going
to he a huge key for us."
Junior guard Amanda Win-
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Rob Cross guided the Raccis
record and t, 1 0-4 mark
in Ohio Valley Conference play last season. The Racers return seven
players and after advancing to the WNIT s second round last season.
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the oltense. something Lane
says will take pressure oft the
rest of the team
Thompson is Calloway
mid-leading returning. st.oi el
atter averaging 6 4 points pei
game last ,ea•on
Lane says Thompson is one
of the most ....insistent players
on his tostei and has also taken
on a leadership role alter the
graduation of the team's emotional COD:
-Ile'
'
, kind 01 like George
Garner in that you can pretty
well hook what he's going to
do each night.- Lane said "But
he's going to have to do even
more this year and he's going
to have to hit the hoards also"
isn't lust Thompson the
Laker. will be relying on for

they've bought into a system
"I was pleasantly' surpnsed
*oh what I saw this summer,he said. '1'he fact that they're
coming back into our system
makes a significant difference.
"I believe we have good
quickness anti I think we should
be able to defend pretty good.
It's tough to teach quickness
and that's what you've seen with
our lOotball team this year arid
I think it will carry over into
basketball.-

Jiester figures to also start in
spots anti come off the bench
to provide a defensive spark.
The Lady Tigers will also rely
on senior Erin Sanders for
defense off the bench.
Turner is high on the potential of Junior center and England native Sian House. At 6toot-2. House gives Murray
height that the program has
been missing over the past several seasons.
"She's come a long way
since Joining us last season and
I think she's going to be a

huge factor." Turner said. "She's
not only tall, but she's become
more athletic and moves really uell."
Junior Lauren Dieleman will
play the role of three-point threat
off the bench and Turner plans
to utilize her to spread defenses out.
"Finally we have nine or
ten kids who can go against
each other in practice and it's
made practice very competitive," Turner said. "It's going
to make us a lot better when
it comes game time.-

•Lady Tigers
From Page 4C
give the Lady Tigers tour guards
on the floor.
Shelby Crouch could be the
X-factor for Murray's season.
She averaged 9.4 points and
seven rebounds per game but
Turner often spoke of her need
to become stronger and develop a finishing touch.
"She's so capable of doing
so many things," Tumer said.
"We need a double-double from
her every. night. She's going
to be a huge key for us.Junior guard Amanda Win-
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"We can play small pretty
well I think and we can go
bigger if we need to,- Greene
said. "It u depend on whether
we feel like ballhandling or
rebounding is the most important thing. I think we can be
pretty versatile.Greene. once an accomplished college coach who made
stops at Mississippi State and
Murray State. among others,
says the most import.un thing
about this year's Tigers is that
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From Page 4C
Michael Mangold can play
inside or outside
Benton. Foster. Langford and
Stubblefield appear penciled in
as starters and Greene will likely use the fifth spot to tailor
his lineup tor the opposition.
Parker-Bell gives Murray the
option to go big or the Tigers
can field a more perimeter-oriented lineup by calling on
guards Demoree Fields and
Kendall Deese

sports4murrayledger.com
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SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at Alabama A.I.M
at Mernpnts
MID-CONTINENT
EVANSVILLE
at Georota St Tournament
EASTERN KENTUCKY'
MOREHEAD ST •
at Mrssoun
at Missouri St
at Southern IllinOS
at IUPUI
at Maishali
UT MARTIN•
at Tennessee St •
at Austin Peay•
JACKSONVILLE ST'
TENNESSEE TECH'
at Eastern Minors'
at SE Missoun SI •
at UT Martel'
TENNESSEE ST'
AUSTIN PEW
at Tennessee Tech'
at Jacksonolle St •
SE MISSOURI ST'
EASTERN ILLINOIS'
at Morehead St'
at Eastern Kareucky
OVC Town Quarterfinals
OVC TOUM Semthrtals
OVC Tourn Champ

DATE
t1.13
11-15
11.18
11-21
11.27-28
12.3
12-5
12.13
12-16
12-19
12-21
12.29
1-4

1-7
1-9
1-14
1.16
1-21
1-23
1-30
2-0
2-6
2.11
2-13
2-18
2-20
2-25
2-27
3-2
3-5
3-6
•-0vC Game

TIME
TBA
TBA
7pm
7p m
TBA
5 15 p rn
5 15 p m
2p m
7 05 p m
TBA
6pm
6pm
5 15 p m
5 30 p m
TBA
5 15 p m
5 15 p m
5 30 p m
5 30 p m
TBA
5 15 p m
5 15 p m
TBA
2pm
7pm
TIIA
4 15 p m
3p m
TBA
TBA
TBA
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Rob Cross guided the Racers to a 23-9 overall record and a 16-2 mark
In Ohio Valley Conference play last season. The Racers return seven
players and atter advancing to the WNIT's second round last season,
Cross and the Racers look to get back to the Big Dance.

RACERS GO FOR THIRD STRAIGHT REGULAR SEASON
CROWN AFTER BEING PICKED 6TH IN PRESEASON
Take a look at the five games
to watch this season and one thing
is glaring. Every team ranked one
through five in the Ohio Valley
Conference Preseason poll.
Murray. State v., hich won the regular season outright before being
ousted by Austin Peay in the OVC
Tournaments did lose two-time Player of the Year in Ashley Hayes and
the sharp-shooting guards of Amber
and Paige Guffey.
So obviously the rebuilding
process must start for Rob Cross.
Wrong. Cross has just reloaded
with a super class of sophomores,
sprinkle in some fabulous freshmen
and add in the experience of seniors Mallory Luckett, Kayla Vance
and Jasmyne Thornton and the Racers now have purpose.
Murray State doesn't appear to
be a team lickine its wounds from

last season as they have already
bolted out to a 3-0 record to the
season.
Contributions have come in nearly every phase. whether it be from
Luckett, who recorded her first
career double-double at Memphis or
whether it be Robinson. who had a
career-high 18 at Alabama A&M
and another 11 at Memphis. which
earned the Beaver Dam native OVC
Freshman of the Week on Nov. 16.
Thc pieces seem to be in place
for Cross and company to make
another run at not only a regularseason crown, which would be their
third in as many years, or a return
trip to the championship title game.
And maybe, for the first time,
the Racers can play the role of hunter
instead of hunted. which is just fine
for Cross.

•
•
•
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One ot tom local standouts on the team
Hader pine Calloway County All Star Kayla
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From Page 4C
point guard Austin Lilly. both
of whom have accumulated
plenty. of varsity experience
over the past two seasons.
All three are accomplished
three-point shooters, connecting on at least 35 percent of
their shots from behind the arc
ast season.
Lilly will be the starting court
general for the first time after
spending his junior year coming off the bench in relief of
Chns Dobbins.
He will be relied upon to
score in addition to running
the offense. something Lane
says will take pressure off the
rest of the team.
Thompson is Calloway's second-leading returning scorer
After averaging 6.4 points per
game last season.
Lane says Thompson is one
of the most consistent players
on his roster and has also taken
on a leadership role after the
graduation of the team's emotional core.
"He's kind of like George
Garner in that you can pretty
well book what he's going to
do each night." Lane said. "But
he's going to have to do even
more this year and he's going
to have to hit the boards also."
It isn't just Thompson the
Lakers will be relying on for

•Tigers
rebounding — it's going to
need to be an across-the-board
effort for a team that has just
one true post player on its roster.
Senior
center
Josh
Humphreys will start down low
for Calloway after a junior season in which he saw action in
just nine games.
At 6-4. he's the tallest
returnee on Lane's roster and
he's going to he the Lakers'
X-factor this season.
"He's going to have to really crash the boards for us,"
Lane said. "We're going to
need seven or eight rebounds
d game. which he can do,
and
some stickbacks.
"Staying out of foul trouble is going to be key for him.
He kind of bangs around in there
and picks up fouls he doesn't
need to pick up. He's going
to need to be a big factor for
us against bigger teams."
Senior Justin Hill, who will
stan at the other forward slot.
could be considered a guard
and will be relied upon for
ballhandling as well as rebounding.
One concern for Calloway
is depth. Aside from the starting five, the Lakers field a
roster practically void of any
varsity experience.
Lane would like to go eight-

deep off his bench but said he
needs a couple of players to
step up in order to make that
realistic.
Juniors Blake Maness and
Jeremy Pruitt saw limited time
an blowouts last year and sophomore Garrett Schwettrnan will
play his first varsity season.
Lane will rely chiefly upon
those three players to relieve
his starters as the season gets
underway.
"Last year we could play nine
to ten people arid not lose a
whole lot," Lane said. "This
year. we•re going to have to
stay out of foul trouble. It's
hard to play for 32 minutes
even when you aren't in foul
trouble, so we're going to have
to have some key contributions off the bench."
The Lakers will likely be
entrenched in yet another threeway battle for the 4th District's two region tournament
berths with Marshall County
and Murray.
All three squads lost talented senior classes and will be
looking to reload.
"It seems like these three
teams follow a pattern every
year," Lane said. "There's never
really a clear favorite and it s
always a battle."

From Page 4C
Michael Mangold can play
inside or outside.
Benton, Foster. Langford and
Stubblefield appear penciled in
as starters and Greene will likely use the fifth spot to tailor
his lineup for the opposition.
Parker-Bell gives Murray the
option to go big or the Tigers
can field a more penmeter-onented lineup by calling on
guards Demoree Fields and
Kendall Deese.

•
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MICHAEL DANN

"We can play small pretty they've bought into a sy.stem.
well I think and we can go
"I was pleasantly surpnsed
bigger if we need to," Greene with what I saw this summer."
said. "It will depend on whether he said. "The fact that they're
we feel like ballhandling or coming back into our system
rebounding is the most impor- makes a significant difference.
tant thing. I think we can be
"I believe we have good
pretty versatile."
quickness and I think we should
Greene. once an accom- be able to defend pretty good.
plished college coach who made It's tough to teach quickness
stops at Mississippi State and arid that's what you've seen with
Murray State. among others. our football team this year and
says the most important thing I think it will carry over into
about this year's Tigers is that basketball."

•Lady Tigers
From Page 4C
give the Lady Tigers four guards
on the floor.
Shelby Crouch could be the
X-factor for Murray's season.
She averaged 9.4 points and
seven rebounds per game but
Turner often spoke of her need
to become stronger and develop a finishing touch.
"She's so capable of doing
so many things," Tumer said.
"We need a double-double from
her every night. She's going
to be a huge key for us."
Junior guard Amanda Win-

sports@m urrayledger.com
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chester figures to also start in
spots and come off the bench
to provide a defensive spark.
Tbe Lady Tigers will also rely
on senior Erin Sanders for
defense off the bench.
Tumer is high on the potential of junior center and England native Sian House. At 6foot-2. House gives Murray
height that the program has
been missing over the past several seasons.
"She's come a long way
since joining us last season and
I think she's going to be a

huge factor," Turner said."She's
not only tall, but she's become
more athletic and moves really well."
Junior Lauren Dieleman will
play the role of three-point threat
off the bench and Turner plans
to utilize her to spread defenses out.
"Finally we have nine or
ten kids who can go against
each other in practice and it's
made practice very competitive," Turner said. "It's going
to make us a lot better when
it comes game time."
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
LAKERS

TIGERS

Coach: Ron Greene. 2nd year (15-111
Last year: 15-11
Who's gone: Cole Hurt (G). Blake Darnall(G) Kwame Duffy IF I Aaron Jones (F). Chastin
Sheppard (F)
Who's back: Kendall Deese (So G). Demoree Fields (Sr G). Marie Foster (Jr G). Devon
Smith (Jr. F), Jordan Benton (Sr. G), Jarvae Langford (Sr G), Cedric Cherry (Jr G), Mark
Stubblefield (Sr. F). Seth Parker-Bell (Sr. F)
Fresh faces: Michael Mangold (Sr G)
The slate: The Tigers will find out where they stand in the region quickly after having less
than a week to practice with a full roster when they open up with five games against First
Region competition before facing distnct foe Marshall County on Dec 1 7 First Region
tournament participants Fulton County, Heath. Mayfield and defending champion Graves
County are all on Murray's December slate
Murray will not host its own holiday tournament but the Tigers will travel to the TimePiece
Roundball Classic at Graves County and the Martin Lions Club Tournament in Martin,
Tenn.
TIGERS' SCHEDULE
Dec. 1: at Fulton City; 4: at Lone Oak (6 p m 1. 8: FULTON CO . 11: HEATH. 14: MAYFIELD. 17: at Marshall Co
19: vs Lake Co , Tenn.' (1 p.m.); vs Graves Co'(7 p.m.); 21: vs Union City Tenn • (8 30 p m 1. 22: TBA'.
2931: Martin, Tenn.. Lions Club Tournament
Jan. 2: at St Mary (6 p.m.): 5: COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN
p m.). 8: CALLOWAY CO . 12: HICKMAN CO 1823: ist Region All 'A' Classic". 26: at Lone Oak. 29: at Calloway Co
Feb. 4: at Community Christian, 6: MARSHALL CO 9: at Reidland, 12: FULTON CITY. 16: at Fulton Co
18:
DAWSON SPRINGS. 19: at Carlisle Co (6 p.m.)
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
All times 7:30 p.m. unless listed otherwise
• — at TimePiece Roundball Classic (at Graves Co.)
^ — at Graves Co.

Coach: Bruce Lane, 3rd year (38- 18)
Last year: 23-7 (4th Distnct champion. 1st Region
semitinaliSt)
Who's gone: Chris Dobbins (G). George Garner (F).
Joseph Kelly (F) Jordan Bumpus
if
:
1, Tyrrell Willis
C), Derek Solomon (C)
Who's back: Brock Simmons (Jr G), Austin Lilly (Sr G). Jeremy
Pruitt (Jr G), Blake
Maness (Jr. F), Justin Hill (Sr G/F), Shawn Thompson (Jr.
G). Josh Humphreys (Sr. C)
Fresh faces: Jay Green (So. G), Garrett Schwettman (So
G). Joe Futrell (So. F)
The slate: In addition to the usual First Region suspects,
Lane and the Lakers added two
series the head coach would like to stick with in the
future Calloway opens the season
against Henry County, Tenn , and then faces Henderson County
in January
"Henry County is a good opponent for us to play right down
the road," Lane said "There's
no reason not to pick that senes back up They're always
really good. Henderson County
is a great program. nice team. and they're coming down
here this year "
Other scheduling notes include a trip to Fort Payne. Ala , for a
pre-Chnstmas tournament
and a December date against Terry Birdsong and Graves
County instead of the usual
February meeting.
LAKERS SCHEDULE
Nov. 30: at Henry Co.. Tenn
Dec. 5: at Reidland, 12: COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN (6 p m
I. 15. al Heath, 17: GRAVES CO , 21-23: at Fort
Payne, Ala., Chnstmas Tournament, 28: FULTON CITY•, 29: IBA'
30: TBA'
Jan. 2: MARSHALL CO.. 5: at Mayfield (7 45 p m I. 8: at Murray.
12: LONE OAK. 15: at Community Christian
(6 p.m ), 16: HENDERSON CO , 18-23: at Superman Classic^
25: CALDWELL CO , 26: HiCkmAN co , 29:
MURRAY
Feb. 2: LONE OAK, 9: CARLISLE CO , 12: at Marshall Co . 16: PADUCAH
TILGHMAN, 19: at Fulton City
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
Alt times 7:30 p.m. unless listed otherwise
• — Murray Bank Chnstmas Tournament
— at Massac Co. (III.)

MURRAY
LADY TIGERS

CALLOWAY COUNTY
LADY LAKERS

Coach: Rechelle Turner, 14th year (236-130)
Last year: 19-9
Who's gone: Katie McAllister (G). Leah Dieleman (G). Catherine Noland (G).
Courtney
Perry (C), Stacey McClure (F), Erica Brodie (G)
Who's back: Amanda Winchester (Jr. G), Haley Armstrong (So. G). Emily Benson
(Sr. G),
Janssen Starks (Fr. PG), Sarah Crouch (Sr. G), Amanda McDonald (So. G), Erin
Sanders
(Sr. F). Lauren Dieleman (Jr. G), Shelby Crouch (So. F), Elizabeth Dawson (Jr.
F), Sian
House (Jr. C)
Fresh faces: Kalai Trice (8th, G/F), Taylor Richerson (Fr. G), Allyson Futrell (Fr. G),
Chloe
Farris (Fr. G), Megan Perry (Fr. F), Ashley Dawson (Fr. F), Brittany Lamb (Fr. G).
Cammie
Jo Bolin (So. G), Chelsea Hill (So. F)
The slate: With the Lady Tigers fielding one of their most talented teams in recent
memory and hoping to challenge for a region crown, one of Turner's focal points
was to beef
up her squad's schedule. Though two-year contracts prevented too much amping
up,
Murray did add an early game against Henry County, Tenn.
LADY TIGERS' SCHEDULE
Nov. 30: at Reidland (6 p.m.)
Dec. 4: at Lone Oak: 8: FULTON CO.(6 p.m.); 12: HENRY CO.. TENN., 17: at
Marshall Co.(6 p.m.): 19: vs.
Daviess Co.• (9 a.m.); 20: vs. Hopkins Co. Central'(1:30 p.m.); 21: vs. Hopkinsville'
(4:30 p.m.); 29: CLINTON
CO.' 8:30 p.m.); REIDLAND" (2:30 p.m.): 30: CLARKSVILLE, TENN., NORTHEAST
"; 31: TBA'
Jan. 2: at St. Mary: 5: COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN (6 p.m.); 8: CALLOWAY CO.(6
p.m.); 11: at Heath; 15: MAYFIELD_ 18-23: 1st Region All 'A' Classic*: 26: HICKMAN CO.(6 p.m.), 29: at Calloway
Co (6 p.m.)
Feb. 1: LIVINGSTON CENTRAL. 4: at Community Christian (6 p.m.): 6: MARSHALL
CO.(6 p.m.): 12: FULTON
CITY', 15: HEATH, 18: DAWSON SPRINGS (6 p.m.): 19: at Carlisle Co (7145 p.m.)

Coach: Scott Sivills, 12th year (194-133)
Last year: 22-8 (4th District runner-up, 1st Region semifinalis
t)
Who's gone: Kayla Cunningham (F), Karra Jones (G/F), Kristin Boggess
(G), Bnttany Fox
(G/F)
Who's back: Neely Gallimore (So. F), Emily Chrisman (Jr. G), Shauna Wicker (Sr.
G),
Cheyenne Maddox (So. F). Abby Futrell (So. G), Karlee Wilson (So. G), Taylor Futrell (So.
G), Morgan Smotherman (Jr. G), Alyssa Cunningham (So. F/C), Kara Smith (Jr. F), Averee
Fields (Jr. G/F), Lauren Benson (So. G)
Fresh faces: Kayla Grady (Fr. G), Meagan Winder (Fr. F), Courtney Dick (Fr. F), Danielle
Dunnaway (Fr. G), Montana Rowland (Fr. G)
The slate: Sivills has put together what may be the toughest schedule Calloway County
has faced in his tenure. In addition to all the top First Region squads, the Lady Lakers
also
square off against the top four teams in the Second Region.
LADY LAKERS'SCHEDULE
Dec. 7: vs. Ballard Memorial'(8 p.m.), 8: vs Marion, III.• (6 30 p m.). 10: vs. Massac Co.,111.•
(8 p.m.); 12: COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN: 18: UNION CO_^ (9 p rn ). 19: TBA^; 27: vs. Clay Co.* (1:30 p.m.);
vs. Greenwood* (8
p.m.): 28: vs. Louisville Iroquois* (6 p.m.), 29: TBA
Jan. 2: MARSHALL CO.(6 p.m.); 4: at Graves Co., 7: CALDWELL CO.; 8: at Murray (6
p.m.); 12: at Paducah
Tilghman. 15: at Community Christian, 16: vs. Ohio
(3-30 p.m.). 18: WEBSTER CO.; 19: GRAVES CO.:
23: at Henderson Co.(2 p.m.); 29: MURRAY (6 p.m.); 30: at Madisonville-North Hopkins
(6 p.m.)
Feb. 2: LONE OAK (6 p.m.); 6: HEATH (3.30 p.m.): 9: at Christian Co. 12: at Marshail
Co.(6 p.m.); 18: at Ballard
Memorial (7:30 p.m.); 19: PADuCAH -rii_GHNIAN (7:30 p.m.)
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
All times 7.30 p.m. unless listed otherwise
— Metropolis Toumament (at Massac Co .
— Hentage Bank Hardwood Tournament
— Greenwood Holiday Classic
% — Roble Harper Classic (at Muhlenberg Co

HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
All times 7.30 p.m. unless listed otherwise
• — at Hopkins County Central Holiday Classic
— Lady Tiger Classic
* — at Graves Co.
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16" Cheese Pizza
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12" 3 With 3 Toppings
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** LUNCH SPECIALS **
16" Unlimited Toppings

$11 0

119WW.

16" 3 With Unlimited Toppings

$240

Rattly's Grill
Specials Good All Day Every Day!
We'll honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays & Wednesdays

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

(270) 762-0441 • (270) 762-0442
(270) 762-0443

• Small Bean Rolls
• Any of our Sandwiches
@Soup/Salad Combination

• Enchiladas
• Any of our Fresh Cut Salads
• Special Daily Lunch Combinations

Soda/Tea/Coffee Drinks are

FREE

and so are refills!

IN AND OUT IN
THIRTY MINUTES!!
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight
759-8866
1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray
(Behind Cheri Theater)
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SECTION D

Friday night was one of the
few times I've ever genuinely
wished for a clone.
A
best
friend's
wedding rehearsal
dinner and bachelor party prevented me from
covering
the
TOMMY biggest high
school football
DILIARD game
to take
BEMMEN place in Murray
THE LINES in a long time,
but when the
second-half text messages
began flooding my phone, I
didn't have to be in attendance
at Ty Holland Stadium to know
what was happening.
The message Murray coach
Steve Duncan had sent throughout last week was that his team
was good, too, and that it
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Thnes
deserved just a little piece of
Murray State senior defensive end Austen Lane closes in on
Eastern Illinois quarterback Jake Christensen the Fort Campbell hype pie.
for a tourth-quarter sack earlier this season at Stewart
Stadium. Lane was named OVC Defensive Player of
To most, his words were
the Year on Tuesday.
interpreted as coach-speak
designed to instill confidence in
his tearn.
The truth was that even
many Murray people didn't
give their team much of a
chance on Friday. I'll admit —
conference in sacks (11.0) and kicks.
tackles-for-loss(19.5)for the secNelson ilklemphis, Tenn.) was ! neither did a certain Ledger &
ond-straight year. He finished the honored by the league for the : Times reporter.
But as 21-7 became 21- i 4
year with 64 tackles (32 solo), third-straight season. He was. also
eight quarterback hurries, three honored a.s a first-team selection and then morphed into 21-21 on
forced fumbles and one fumble in 2007 and garnered second- my cell phone. I realized I had
recovery. He also intercepted a team accolades in 2008. He fin- sold the hometown boys short.
By MSU Sposb inhirosatkin
Racers who earned postseason pass against Austin Peay arid ished the season with 18 catches We all had.
Though the Tigers turned
For the second-straight year, recognition as,DeAngelo Nelson retumed it 21 yards for a touch- for 194 yards and a touchdown.
Murray State has the top defen- (tight end) and Kienan Cullen down.
His biggest game came against their gear in this week. they
sive player in the Ohio Valley (punter) joined him on the first
The All-American and Buck Missouri State when he had two truly were one of the best footConference as senior defensive team, while Derrick Townsel Buchanan Award finalist finished catches for 46 yards, including a ball teams our state had to offer
end Austen Lane was named the (wide receiver and retum special- his career as MSU's career leader 35-yard touchdown. The senior this year.
Like an artist who isn't fully
2009 OVC Defensive Player of ist), Tamar Butler (linebacker) in sacks (29.0) and tackles-for- ended his MSU career with 89
the Year in voting by the league's and Cullen (kicker) received sec- loss (53.5). He also tousled 210 catches for 1,035 yards and six appreciated until after his
2009 Murray bonfa
head coaches and sports informa- ond-team laurels.
ta:kles, 16 quarterback hurries, touchdowns.
• for those woo ,Aiirtion directors, the league
Lane (Iola, Vv'isc.) earns his seven passes defended, five
Cullen (Louisville, Ky.) is one
nesseettirn play for )i'ears to
announced Tuesday.
second first-team honor in as forced fumbles, four fumble
•see FIACERS, 2D
come.
Lane was just one of five many seasons after leading the recoveries and four blocked
Ironically, Friday's 28-21

Lane takes home top OVC honor
FOR SECOND TIME IN AS MANY
YEARS, RACER EARNS
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF YEAR

Vet

Cheerleaders,.
Organizations

nd to those many,
. many Tiger fans who were p esent
Stadium during the game, we thank
*4

loss did more to cement that
legacy than twelve previous
victories spanning a stretch
from August to November.
When our future selves ski:al
Murray's
football
hi stork
books, the 2009 season won't
stand out as one of the best.
A loss in the state quarterfinals doesn't match up well vviih
1974's state championship tint,.
1994's trip to the state title
game or any of the traditionrich program's accomplishments before many of us were
born.
But there ought to be an
asterisk beside 2009, a footnote
stating the mere seconds that
separated the Tigers from overtime with what could be the
best team ever to play at the 2A
level.
"This (Murray) team was as
good or better than any I've
ever been around," says defensive coordinator Tony Boone. Boone should know. He Wits
part of the last team to bring a
state championship home to
Murray in '74.
He's been privy to countless
other Tiger teams since then as
an assistant under several different head coaches.
"I would never admit it to
them, but they aztually probably are better than my team that
won state," he said. —They were
late bloomers, but they made
such tremendous improvement
from last year to this year."
What makes this Tiger teani
even more special is the fact
that they weren't supposed to .
be this good.
•
They weren't supposed to ga
12-0 arid they definitely.
weren't supposed to play with a
FortICaftell team that was
betas 'than thc 'one that ran
them Off Ifle field by a 47-0
IN See TIGERS,2D
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From Page 1D
ot two Racers to be honored by
the league at two different positions. as he vvas named to the firm
team es a punter and the second
team as a kicker. He averaged
41 Al yards on 68 punts, with an
astounding 15 punts over 50
yards. He booted a career-long
72sierld punt against Tennessee
TeeVatter hasing a 70 yarder
againd Austin Peay• and a 68
y'ar
.def against Jacksonville State.
lit:also had 21 punts downed
in.aiclithe 20-yard line.
...As:a kicker, Cullen Was 14for•17 in tield goals and a perfect
22-for-22 in extra-point attempts.
He s;onnected on five fteld goals
ov:ecrtfl yards. including a careerlong 48 yarder against Southeast
Alissoun. The sophomore also
averaged 61.8 yards on 45 kickoffs, with seven going for touchbacks.
Townsel Memphis, Tenn.)
waS named to the second team for
the second-straight sea,son after
recording 44 catches for a teambest 452 yards. He had his fourth
career 1(X)-yard performance in
the OVC opener against Eastern
Kentucky as he had 10 catches
for 109 yarrls. Townsel ended his
career as the school's all-time
leader with 153 receptions and
ranks: fifth on the all-time list
with 1,712 receiving yards.
• Townsel also excelled at the
return game as he averaged 22.7
yiirds on 24 kickoff returns and
24.1 yards on nine punt returns.
He. finished the season ranked
second in the OVC with 122.2
all-purpose yards per game. His
most complete game came
against Missouri State when he
had five catches for 91 yards,
three kickoff retums for 84 yards
and three punt returns for 56
yards.
Butler (Murfreesboro. Tenn.)
earned his first all-conference
honor after recording a careerbest 105 tackles, good for thirdbest in the OVC. He also added
8.0'.tackles-for-loss, 3.5 sacks,
one forced fumble, one fumble
recovery,. one quarterback hurry
and seven pass breakups. He had
live games of double-digit tackles,,•including a career-best 17
tackles in the season opener.

har*ody can protect,your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S -'2th • P.411,,ri, KY •'53
I)

TISURSDAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN
Texas at Texas A&M
GOLF
9:30 p.m.
TGC - International Federation of
PGA Tours Mission Hills World Cup,
second round, at Shenzhen China
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic first
round, Creighkri vs Michigan, at
Orlando, Fla
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — 04c1 Spice Classic, first
round, Marquette vs Xavier at
Orlando Fla
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — 78 Classic, first round Texas
A&M vs Clemson, at Anaheim Calif
5:30 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Old Spice Classic, first
round, Alabama vs Baylor, at Orlando
7:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — 76 Class4c, first round.
Minnesota vs Butler. at Anaheim Calif
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 -- 76 Caassic lust round.
Portland vs UCLA. at Ananern Calif
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — Orlando at Atlanta
9:30 p.m.
TNT — C;hicago at Utah
NFL FOOTBALL
11:30 a.m.
FOX — Green Bay at Detrort
3 p.m.
CBS -- Oakland at Dallas
FRIDAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
10 a.m.
ESPN2 -- Rutgers &t Louisville

it sm.

The banquet to celebrate the 2069 Lady Laker volleyball team was held Tuesnight. Tile following student-athletes were recognized for their academic
excellence and/or their on-the-court performance. Academic awards went to
Katlyn Cook, Brittnee Deitz, Madison Dennis, Dera Hale, Ellyn Luther. Leanne
Luther. Emily McKnight, Chance Overbey, Shelby Robinson, Allison Rogers,
Janae Srnith and Lexie Watson. Freshman awards went to Chance Overbey
(Most Assists. 110%), Janae Smith (Most Aces and Kills, Most Improved), Jes•
soca Foster (Most Points) and Madison Dennis (Team Spirit). Junior varsity
awards went to Ashleigh Wolfe (Most Assists and Most Points), Kristen Dennis (Most Kills, 110%), Crystal Millard (Most Aces), Ellyn Luther (Most Improved)
and Dere Hale (Team Spirit). Varsity awards went to Allison Rogers (Most
Assists), Lexie Watson (Most Aces, Kills and Points), Leanne Luther (110%),
Emily McKnight (Most Improved) and Brittnee Deitz (Team Spirit).

day

•Tigers
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From Page 1D
score last year.
But they did. And they did
so on a magical night in front of
a rambunctious home crowd at
the historic stadium.
The only thing missing was
the 'W'.
"This has been the hardest
game for me to get over —
ever," Boone said. "The state
championship loss in 1994 didn't bother me as much. This
game, we had thern.
"Nobody expected us to win.
but a tipped ball here and a first
down there and we would have
had them."
'Good things did come out of
Friday. The Tigers earned the
statewide respect they craved.
Brandon Wicks will likely
get a few more scholarship
offers out of his 178 rushing
yards and two interceptions
against what was the secondbest defense in any class in the
state.
If Fort Campbell goes on to
win the state championship in
convincing fashion, the Tigers
can stake a legitimate claim to
being the second-best team in
2A.
But perhaps bcst of all,
Duncan won't have to convince

.,. . ,..,--

4411101111111'

NTS
:0118

MSRP.
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

his returning players they can
play with the Fort Campbells of
the world. They'll already'
know.
"We always felt we could
play with them,- he said. "We
were planning on winning.
Most people in the state
thought we - didn't have a
chance."
The impact Duncan has had
on the program in just two
years is another miracle entirely, Boone says.
Murray went from 5-6 in
Lee Edwards' final season to 84 in Duncan's first year to 12-1
in his second. all the while
undergoing a complete metamorphosis from a spread offensive scheme to its polar opposite, the wishbone power rushing attack.
The coach helped keep his
team in the game when it fell
behind against Fort Campbell
by switching to the Wildcat, or
"the Claw- as he calls it, a look
the Falcons were unprepared
for.

Personal
Finance
Company

$22,850
- 1,750
- 750

ft*

.,_,---.

20,35u
„._ 4220 2010 Toyota Sequoia
Limited
Save $5I000
Auto.,
4 Cyl., AC

ABC — Illinois al Cincinnati
1:30 p.m.
CBS — Alabama at Aubum
2:30 p.m.
ABC - - Nebraska al Colorado
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Pittsburgh at West Virginia
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — Nevada at Boise St
GOLF
9:30 p.m.
TGC — international Federation ot
PGA Tours. MISSIOCI Hills World Cup.
third round. at Shenznen, China
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — 04d Spice Classic, semifinal,
at Orlando Fla
1:30 p.m.
ESPN — 76 Classic, sernrfinal, at
Anaheim, Calif .
ESPN2 — Preseason NIT, third place
garne at New York
4 p.m.
ESPN — Preseason NIT. championship
game at New York
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic. semifinal,
at Orlando. Fla
NEIA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Nashington at Kam.
8:30 p.m.
ESPN — Phoenix at Minnesota
UNITED FOOTBALL LEAGUE
2 p.m.
VERSUS — Playoffs. championship

game Flonda at Lai, Vegas
SATURDAY
BOXING
9 p.m.
AN
HBO — Joan Guzman I29-0-01
Funeka t30-2-2) tor vacant 18F lightweight title CherWIUYI Ltlelah Bole 124.
0-0) vs Libradc Andrade (28-2-0), for
IBF super middleweight titie at Quebec
City
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
. 11 a.m.
ESPN — Clemson at South Carolina
ESPN2 — North C,arolina at N C State
11:30 s.m.
FSN — Oklahoma St at Oklahoma
1 p.m.
NBC — Bayou Classic. Grambling vs
Southern at New Orleans
2:30 p.m.
.
ABC — Regional coverage. Missoun
vs Kansas. at Kansas City, Mo , %NUN
or
Arizona
at
Anzona
at South Flonda
St
CBS — Florida St al Florida
ESPN — Virginia Tech at virginisi
5 p.m.
Texas Tech vs Baylor, st
FSN
Arlington Texas
6 p.m.
ESPN — Arkansas at LSU
7,07 p.m.
ABC -- Regional coverage, Georgia at
Georgia Tech or Notre Dame at
Stanfom
ESPN2 -- Regional coverage Georgia '
,,
at Georgia Tech or Notre Dame at
Stanforo
9 p.m.
FSN — UCLA at Southern Cal
GOLF
9:30 p.m.
TGC — International Federation of
PGA Tours. Mission Has World Cup,
final round, at Shenzhen. China
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
2:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — La Salle at Villariova
3 p.m.
VERSUS — Louisville at UNLV
SOCCER
8:54 a.m.
ESPN2 — Premier League, Portsmouth
vs. Manchester United, at Portsmouth,
England
SUNDAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
3730 p.m.
FSN — Nebraska at Southern Cal
4 p.m.
ESPN2 — 76 Classic. third place game,
at Anaheim, Calif
5.30 p.m.
FSN — Nevada at North Carolina
8:30 p.m.
ESPM1L2 -- Old Spice Classic, championship game. at Orlando Fla
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — 76 Classic, championship
game at Anaheim, Geld
NFL FOOTBALL
Noon
CES — Inckanapolis at Houston
FOX — Sean% at St Louis
3:15 p.m.
FOX — Regional coverage
7:15 p.m.
NBC — Pittsburgh at 13altirnore
TENN1S
7 a.m.
ESPN2 — ATP. World Tour Finals.
championship match, at LOndon

The Tigers had been practic
ing the Claw since early in the
season but Duncan waited until
it was absolutely necessary to
reveal it.
But despite his tactical
knowledge of the game,
Duncan has brought rnuch more
to the program, Boone says.
-As far as Xs and Os go,
there might be better guys out
there," Boone said. "But as far
as being a leader and a role
model, there isn't anybody
close to him that I've ever seen.
- ..No disrespect to any of
the guys that were here before
him, but if he had been hired a
year or two earlier. when these
guys were freshmen or even
sophomores, I don't think it
wouid have been close Friday
night."
Then Boone pauses. His,
eyes look beyond Friday's loss
and reflect upon a season he'llnever forget.
"This is the most fun I've
had coaching in a long, long
time.-
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Kentucky Opry begins Chnstmas season this week
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• The exhibit, "Recent Works
by Sarah Gutwirth and Mary
Jane
Littleton,"
continues
through Sunday at the Janice
M,ason Art Museum in downtown
Cadiz The show feature more
Olen 50 pieces from the Murray
artists, including ceramics, paintintls and drawings
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Coco Betore Chanel," starring
Audrey Tatou, Friday through
Sunday. For details and show
tithes. visit yvww.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents its first Christmas show
of the season at 8 p.m.
Saturday. For tickets, call (270)
52-7-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
• "All the Way Through
Evening: An Ecumenical Liturgy
for World AIDS Day," a candlelight vigil to remember the lives
lost and to pray for those cur-

rently suffering from AIDS, will
be held at the First Presbytenan
Church on Main and 16th
Streets in Murray at 5 p.m.
Tuesday
• The 2006 Mel Gibson-directed movie, "Apocalypto." will play
at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Curris
Center Theater as part of the
student-run
Tinseltown
Tuesdays film series.
• Knsten Kearns will play a
solo acoustic show at the Big
Apple Cafe Tuesday. Music
starts at 9 p.m. There is a cover
charge and weekend shows are
limited to ages 21 and older.
• Constant Calling will play at
8 p.m Tuesday at Nick's Family
Sports Pub
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague@murraytedgercom.

the holiday show."
"An Old Fashion Country
Christmas' also features the
highly-popular and poignant
onginal holiday song •Jesus Is
The Reason For The Season,'
written and arranged by
Campbell.
Campbell said each year
approximately 70 different
church groups attend the holiday
show, as well as numerous
school groups from throughout
the westem Kentucky area.
"This is a great show that
captures the hearts and attention
of young and old alike,"
Campbell added.
At different times throughout
the evening the audience is even
invited to sing-along with the
band as they perform various
favorite holiday songs.
The following are the 2009

Campbell
Chnstmas shov. dates. Nov. 28,
8 p.m.; Dec. 5, 8 p.m.: Dec. 8 School Day and Seniors Day
with Christmas Shows at 9:15
a.m., 11:15 a.m., 1:15 p.m. and
3:15 p.m.; Dec. II, 8 p.m.: Dec.
12, 2:30 p.m. matinee and 8 p.m.
show: Dec. 18, 8 p.m.; and Dec.
19, 8 p.m.
For ticket information, contact the Kentucky Opry at (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.

Local artists featured in Ice House show
a powerful sense of vision and
concept regardless of their training or technical mastery of their
chosen media. I believe that
those artists who are creating
spirited works are not only
growing personally, but professionally as well." He considered
it "an enlightening experience to
see all of the quality work produced by some of this area's talented artists." Sixty-two artists
from Kentucky and Tennessee
submitted over 140 entries to be
considered for this year's show.
The First Kentucky Bank
Best of Show Award was presemed to David Sheridan of
Martin, Tennessee for his
abstract painting Birth of the
Irish as Viewed from the East.
Benton's Alexis C. Trammel
placed first in Drawing, the
award sponsored by Barbara
Heath, for her charcoal drawing

Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD
Ky
"Impressions
2009,"
Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild's annual juned show, is
now on display at the Ice House
Gallery, 120 North 8th Street in
Mayfield, until Dec. 12.
In selecting the 67 pieces
which make up the exhibit,juror
Todd Birdsong looked for presentation. skill. content and
vision. The show includes a
painting by 12-year-old Gregory
Witten of Fancy Farm, as well
as works by more expenenced
professionals. Mr. Birdsong
states, "While the majority of
the work was traditional in terms
of visual exploration, each work
selected for the exhibition
allowed me to experience a
moment of emotion and resonated with me in some way. I
appreciate artist works that have

Negative #28. Second Place
Drawing, sponsored by Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Dowdy, was
awarded to Mane Dolchan of
Dexter for Mark Jackson.
First Place in Photography
was awarded to Robin MartinHolmes of Murray for "Not Just
A Figure Head." Jill Whitesell
of Fulton, Kentucky won
Second Place in Photography
for her color digital photo "Man
of La Concha."
In the Mixed Media & Fiber
Arts category. Keith Thomas of
Fancy Farm won First Place,
sponsored by Terez and Randy
Hjetland, for Pipe Organ.
Second Place, sponsored by
Mayfield Community Women's
Club. went to Mayfield's
Roxanne Ferguson for Fnends
in the Shadows.
Four Juror's Awards, were
awarded as follows: Glen Earl

Newman of Hazel's "Return of
the Warriors," Ken Kietzke of
Almo's "Blue Shakaree:" Clare
McBeth of Martin, Tenn.'s
"Werewolf's Dream:" and
Annette Mooso Sitton of
Murray's "Bemidji Snow."
The Mayfield / Graves
County Art Guild is a non-profit
conununity arts center located ln
the historic Ice House. 120
North 8th St. (corner of North
and North Eighth Streets) in
Mayfield. The Center is accessible to individuals with disabilities and admission is free.
Gallery hours are TuesdayFriday. 101k) a.m.- 4:30 p.m.,
and Saturday, 10:00 a.m.- 1:00
p.m. For more information.
plea.se contact the Guild at 270247-6971, by
e-mail
at
Icehousear.s@attnet, or on the
web at wwwicehousearts.org.
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OS for

2009 Chevy Impala

41CP

for

GT9227
• Leather Seating
• 20" Chrome Clad
Aluminum Wheels
• Adjustable Power Pedals

IggiF

2010 GMC Acadia

GT0014

"or"
**

OS for

G19195
•SI Package
•4 8L V8 Engine
• Tratlanng Package

OS for

Sale Price

$369885 "or
72 Mos.

ee
Z

0% for

2010 Chevy Traverse

MSRP $35,090

MSRP $35,935

Sale Price

Sale Price

'30 545*

$30 930*

$20 980*
72 Mos.
"or''

GT0004
• Chrome Package
• Power Sunroof
• Fog Lamps

4iti)

**

OS for

2010 Buick Enclave
CLX-2
MSRP $48,605

V

Sale Price

GT0045

• Power Sunroof
• XM Radio
• Pear Seat Entertainment System
• Rear Seat Entertainment
•4 Captain's Chairs
• Rearview Camera System
• Touchscreen Navigation System
• Reannew Camera
• Bluetooth for Phone
Disclaimer: •Price is plus tax, title 8 license and after all manufacturer's rebates and factory to dealer incentives $149 00 doc fee included. Photos tor illustration purposes oroy.
••0% APR is in lieu of all manufacturer's rebates and factory to dealer incentives With approved credit through GMAC

Rivr
iL
l ACmoN
A1311CAN

23,925* „or
72 Mos.

Sale $
Price

MSRP $45,385

'25,425 „or
0% 72 Mos."

•'ITT' Package
• Power Sunroof
•6 Disc CD Changer

gicees24,648*
72 Mos.

MSRP $23,630

Sale Price
GC9073

MSRP $31,990

45,2009 GMC Sierra 4WD <CP 2010 Chevy HHR LT
Crew Cab SLT

MSRP $31,575

thendge

ial Lredtt policy
cans offered Rates
ed try we of loan.
collateral. SI000
Moatly Term. Total
$2.000 loan
reh Tenn Total of
00 13.000 Man.
tith Term Total of
'4. Monthly, pay
innual Percentage

have been treated to spectacular
performances of such holiday
classics as 'Silent Night," "Have
Yourself A Merry
Little
Chnstmas.• 'White Christmas,"
"Jingle Bells," "Jingle Bell
Rock" and 'An Old Chnstmas
Card."
In recent years, the Opry has
expanded its holiday performance to include new seasonal
hits by such artists as Lady
Antebellum, Tnsha Yearwood,
George Straight, Alan Jackson
and Alison Krause.
Campbell said the Opry
Christmas show is designed to
"tell the story of baby Jesus
being bom" in a unique way
through music and recitation.
"We tell the Biblical story of
Christ's birth through songs and
scripture," Campbell said. "The
message is woven throughout

Arts in the Region

at t:SU
versos Georgia at
re Dame al

Orem Cal

Staff Report
DRAFFENVILLE -- The
sights iuid sounds of the holiday
season come alive each year
when the Kentucky Opry in
Draffenville presents its annual
show "An Old Fashioned
Country Christmas."
Clay Campbell. ov.,ner and
featured performer at the °pry,
the Chnstmas show features a wide assortment of holiday favorites to help local and
area residents enjoy and celebrate the Christmas season.
Photo provided
The Christmas show, which
BOLLS PERFORMS: Murray native Kaci Bolls will
play a
is an ovenvhelming favorite of
house concert with Kevin Montgomery tonight
(Wednesday) residents
throughout the fourat 8 as part of his "SO States in 50 Days" tour. The "very
spe- state area, kicks off each year on
cial Pre-Thanksgiving show" will be at 2214 Carolwood Way in
the first Saturday night after
Murray and is open to all ages. E-mail bwhitfield@m
urray- Thanksgiving and runs until the
ky.com or call (270) 519-0961 to reserve a seat.
week of Christmas.
Since the first Christmas
show back in 1988, residents

$43 953*

"Whatever it takes, we zoant to be your car or /tin

rkcsibrrixisic

2420 E. Wood St . Paris TN

1YPP
- t-ieS
www.peppersautomotive.com

1-S00-325-3229* 7-31-642-3400

BUICS

Up- MC.
1 al Mt MellriCatot Cittak
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PLUS, GET A

011
RECLINER

NETE300K
WITH BUILT.1N
WI-FI

19"
LCD
TV

American
Furniture Calcutta
Chocolate
Rocker Recliner

FOR ONLY $99
Ashley Sandstone
Sofa $11177
Chair & 1/2 4449
Ottoman $2401

With any purchase of $499 or more.
'Excludes electronics and TV Dream Deals. Does not apply to prior
purchases. Limit one $99 item per $499 or greater qualifying purchase_

Lane Pad Over
Chaise Rocker
Recliner - Includes
Free
Swivel

Ashley Oakley Java Brawn
Leather Sofa $694
Chair & Ottoman

2

1Tle4r1AfT

Pedestal Table
& 4 Chairs or
Counter Height
Table & 4 Chairs
YOUR CHOICE
7/9fAii

Lane Tilt Head Rest
Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
a •
curia

r

jr14
Lane Nail Head
Tritn Leather
Rocker Recliner
%p
it

American
oodcrafters
Loft Bed

len
American Furniture Bentley Brown Bonded
Leather Sofa With Wood Thm $1106
Matching Loveseat 8644

Lane Bomber Jacket Look Microfiber
Dual Reclining Sofa $798
Dual Reclining Console Loveseat
With Cupholders $798
Cupholders $498

Bed
Gtider Rodcer
available in
Burgundy
$441

DeS1911

Assistance
Available

imaminaM1111115111101

CtIvi•kmes of Kollsoy Wiggims furniturs,
Visit us at seirww.flesemingfurnituret tons

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway ff0 0 A Half Mile East of 1 24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1 800-788-6224
Om Day 9-7 Sao* 1-5 Frio:16y 104
305 North Main Street. Benton KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 6224 aw Ist• I I.
451 South 15th Street. Paducah KY
442 4465 • 1-800-450-6224 motif
3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray. KY
753 6309 • 14086-753 6309 twiams.
I

